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SUMMARY 
This research was undertaken in order to determine experimentally 
effective values of the delayed neutron and photoneutron relative abun-
dances^ p.eff/2 (3.eff, and the decay constants, A , which are applicable 
i 1 
to a highly enriched heavy-water nuclear reactor. These parameters are 
required for precise calculations of the' kinetic behavior of the reactor. 
They have not previously been determined in a reactor of this specific 
type. Neutron flux decay data following a rod drop in the Georgia Tech 
Research Reactor were collected over periods in excess of three days. The 
reactor had not operated above 200 watts; most of its operation had been 
at 1 watt. Scintillation and fission chamber detection systems were used. 
The data have -been fitted to the expression 
,. t .+At. ^ /, 
M p j j, .-\±t 
n( t. -* t. '+ At.) = 2 ' / a.' e dt 
J J J , 1 J i 
t. 
J 
by the weighted least-squares criterion; using the Variable Metric Minimi-
zation method. Corrections have been made in order to account for delayed 
neutron precursor concentrations at the time of the rod drop, the finite 
time required to drop the rods, and for post-drop sub-critical neutron 
multiplication. Various values of M, the total number of groups permitted 
in the summation, have been tried, and the best fit was found for M =• 13-
One of the thirteen groups is attributed to background. Thus, twelve 
xi 
delayed neutron groups are indicated for the Georgia Tech Research Reactor. 
Comparisons are made with previously obtained values of relative group 
abundances and decay constants available in the literature. 
xii 
NOMENCLATURE 
a. fraction of count rate after the prompt drop attributable to the i 
delayed neutron group 
a' count rate after the prompt drop attributable to the i delayed 
neutron group (counts/sec) 
B total number of counting intervals 
C. concentration of the i delayed neutron group precursor (atoms/cm3) 
F sum of squares of weighted differences between collected and calcu-
lated counts for all intervals 
k „„ effective neutron reproduction factor 
k neutron reproduction factor component attributable to prompt neutrons 
£* prompt neutron lifetime (sec) 
M total number of delayed neutron groups 
n reactor neutron concentration (neutrons/cm3) 
P reactor poisoning, the ratio of the number of thermal neutrons 
absorbed by the poison to those absorbed in the fuel 
Q. equilibrium fraction of the i delayed neutron precursor 
R. relative abundance of the i delayed neutron group 
s. i root of the inhour equation (sec-1) 
t time (sec) 
T instantaneous reactivity insertion time 
JL reactor flux doubling time (sec) 
V weighted variance of fit, a statistical figure-of-merit for curve 
B 
fitting which equals Z X.2/(B - 2M) 
j=l J 
y experimentally observed neutron count 
xiii 
NOMENCLATURE (Concluded) 
a general constant of exponential change (sec-1) 
p fraction of neutrons from a fission which are delayed 
S. fraction of neutrons from a fission which are attributable to the 
th 
i delayed neutron group 
Ak fractional change in the neutron reproduction factor 
At time interval ' 
\ . decay constant of the i delayed neutron precursor (sec-1) 
a standard deviation of data 
Z macroscopic absorption cross section (cm-1) 
a 
$ reactor neutron flux (neutrons/cm2 sec) 
X weighted difference between experimentally observed quantity and 





Nuclear fission was discovered in 1939- In this process a 
fissionable isotope such as U-235 captures a neutron and within about 
10"14 seconds breaks up into two heavy fragments while emitting about 2 
or 3 neutrons and about 5 gamma rays. The two heavy products of the fis-
sion process decay at characteristic rates until they reach stable isobars. 
The fraction of each isobar produced in fission is called the "yield," 
This yield varies from extremely small values up to about 0.06 per fission. 
The nuclide from which a given decay or isomeric transition product is 
produced is called that product's "precursor" or "parent." 
The production of a self-sustaining chain reaction in 19̂ -2 depended 
upon the fissioning nucleus yielding a sufficient number of neutrons so 
that, on the average, one of those fission neutrons would go on to produce 
a subsequent fission. More than 99 percent of the neutrons originating in 
the fission process are emitted at the instant that the fission occurs. 
For this reason they are called "prompt" neutrons. But in the same year 
that fission was discovered, another category of fission-produced neutrons, 
2 
"delayed" neutrons, was found by Roberts, Meyer and Wang. Delayed neu-
trons are products of the fission event, but they appear after the moment 
of fission at a time that is long compared with the extremely short time 
scale over which prompt neutrons appear. 
2 
It has been generally concluded that the emission of delayed neutrons 
arises from the decay of excited fission-product nuclides, including some 
3 
isotopes of bromine and iodine. The process is evidently influenced by 
the shell structure of certain of these radioisotopes. For example, Kr-87, 
a known delayed-neutron emitter, contains 51' neutrons, one more than the 
number required to produce a closed "nuclear shell" structure. The binding 
k 
energy of this extra neutron is 5.5 MeV. The parent of Kr-87, Br-87, eon-
tains too many neutrons for stability and is a beta emitter. If the Kr-87 
is formed with an excitation energy greater than this 5*5 MeV binding energy, 
it will emit the odd neutron and become Kr-86. Since this neutron is emitted 
as a result of a fission event which, on the average, occurred some seconds 
earlier, it is referred to as a "delayed neutron, " distinguishing it from 
"prompt neutrons" which appear at the instant of fission. The beta decay 
of Br-87 does not always yield a daughter nucleus which is in the highly 
excited state required for delayed neutron emission. As a matter of fact, 
in at least 90 percent of the transitions, Kr-87 decays by beta emission 
to Rb-87 which then decays to stable Sr̂ -87 by another beta decay. If the 
highly excited state of the delayed neutron emitter, Kr-87, is obtained, 
however, then the neutron emission occurs immediately after the formation 
of the Kr-87, and the observed half-life of such a process in a reactor is 
that of the parent beta emitter. 
In heavy-water- and beryllium-moderated reactors, another category 
of delayed neutrons may result from a fission event in a less direct man-
ner. High-energy gamma rays may interact with deuterium or beryllium 
nuclei to emit neutrons. The threshold for such photoneutron production 
is 2.23 MeV for.H-2 and I.67 MeV for Be-9. While photoneutron" product-
3 
tion by prompt gamma rays occurs continuously in the operating reactor, 
these photoneutrons are indistinguishable from the prompt neutrons pro-
duced directly in the fission process. However, photoneutrons are parti-
cularly significant for kinetics considerations when they are produced by 
delayed gamma rays from fission products. The period of a delayed photo-
neutron (i.e. the mean time between a fission event and the subsequent 
absorption of the delayed neutron attributable to that fission event) is 
determined by precursor beta decay. Photoneutron periods are generally 
much longer than delayed-neutron periods. 
Delayed neutrons of both types are important to the control of a 
nuclear reactor. It has been mentioned that a self-sustaining chain reac-
tion requires, on the average, that each fissioning nucleus produce enough 
neutrons so that one of these neutrons may itself cause a subsequent fis-
sion. That is, in order for the neutron population to remain constant, 
each neutron which is lost in a fission must be replaced by another which 
will cause a later fission. This replacement neutron may be either prompt 
or delayed. If the reactor is just critical or not-too-far super-critical, 
it requires the small fraction of delayed neutrons as replacements in order 
to maintain the neutron population, in the critical case, or to cause it 
to increase in the not-too-far super-critical case. Under these circum-
stances, the reactor is said to be "delayed critical, " meaning that if 
the delayed neutron contribution were not present, the reactor would no 
longer be critical. When the super-critical reactor configuration is such 
that criticality does not depend on the presence of delayed neutrons, then 
the reactor is said to be "prompt critical." 
The kinetic or time behavior of the reactor is determined by the 
k 
production rate and loss rate of neutrons and the time between neutron gene-
rations i.e. the time from the appearance of a neutron until the event in 
which it produces its successor. In spite of their small abundance, delayed 
neutrons control the time between neutron generations because of their long 
periods. There are different periods and thus half-lives associated with 
different "groups" of delayed neutrons. These depend upon the half-lives 
of the delayed neutron precursors. The significance of this effect is well 
7 
illustrated in a numerical example presented by Glasstone and Edlund. 
Thus, since the role of delayed neutrons in setting the pace for 
reactor kinetic behavior is an established qualitative fact, it is appro-
priate that their role be examined in a quantitative manner. 
Neutron population change in a reactor is frequently described by 
7 
the space-independent zero-energy kinetics equations. These equations 
describe the observable neutron density in a reactor before and after a 
change in control rod position or reactor configuration which affects the 
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describes the change in neutron level, n, as a function of time following 
a step insertion of reactivity. In this equation 
n = reactor neutron concentration 
t = time 
k f = effective neutron reproduction factor 
P = fraction of neutrons from a fission which are delayed 
• 
5 
£* — prompt neutron lifetime 
M = total number of delayed neutron groups 
"K. = decay constant of the i delayed neutron precursor 
IT. 
C. = concentration of the i delayed neutron group precursor 
Since a change in the number of fission events also changes the number of 
fission product nuclides produced, such a step change in reactivity also 
alters the supply of delayed neutrons. This can be expressed by describing 
the change in concentration of the neutron precursors as 
dC. k B n 
^-^F^-\ ci ^ 
where 8. is that fraction of neutrons from a fission which is attributable 
to the i delayed neutron group. The solution of these equations for 
neutron density as a function of time following a step insertion of nega-
te 
tive reactivity is given in considerable detail by Cohn and Toppel and 
results in the expression 
n(t) = n(0) Z a. e 
i x 
where n(t) is the neutron flux at any time, t, n(0) is the neutron density 
just before the step insertion was made, a. is the fraction of post-shutdown 
neutron density which is attributable to the i delayed neutron group, and 
\! is the apparent decay constant of the i delayed group. This parameter, 
A..', differs from the X. defined above only because of the sub-critical 
6 
multiplication of delayed neutrons due to new fissions which occur after 
shutdown. The more sub-critical the reactor is, the smaller the difference 
between X. and X.'. 
1 1 
An accurate interpretation of the dynamic performance of a highly 
enriched heavy water reactor, like the Georgia Tech Research Reactor, re-
quires an accurate input of the parameters, delayed neutron group fractions, 
p.; delayed neutron group decay constants, X.; and prompt neutron lifetime, 
b*, into these kinetics equations. Delayed neutron and delayed photoneutron 
parameters are available in the literature. ' ' Because many of these 
data were obtained with small irradiated samples of uranium which do not 
necessarily represent an actual in-reactor situation adequately, they may 
not be entirely satisfactory for application to a specific reactor. 
These small-sample experiments employ a piece of irradiated uranium 
to provide the delayed neutrons and high-energy gamma rays which can pro-
duce delayed photoneutrons. This sample is moved rapidly from the irra-
diation facility (a reactor or neutron generator) to a counting assembly, 
which incorporates heavy water, shielding material, and detectors. In a 
typical experiment, data are collected for several hours and stored for 
analysis. The experiment may be run with heavy water in place and then 
absent, in order to separate the photoneutron contribution. Alternatively, 
a bismuth shield may be placed around the sample to suppress the photo-
neutron- producing gamma rays. 
Data obtained by the small-sample method have typically produced the 
accepted literature values for general kinetics applications. This tech-
nique was used in a number of "standard" delayed neutron experiments re-
Q TO n Q 
ported in I9V7 - 1958. ' ' By "standard" here we mean the delayed 
7 
neutrons which appear directly from the nucleus of a fission product atom 
as opposed to photoneutrons which are produced in an indirect manner. 
Accepted for many years were the parameters of Hughes,, Dabbs, Cahn, and 
9 
Hall. More recently a comprehensive study of delayed neutrons has been 
12 
carried out at Los Alamos by Keepin, Wimett, and Zeigler. Their tech-
nique is typical of the small-sample method. A few grams of U-235 were 
irradiated in a neutron flux of the highest possible intensity for a period, 
the length of which depended upon whether short or long delayed neutron 
groups were to be emphasized. The use of a small sample minimized the mul-
tiplication of neutrons within the fissionable material itself. The com-
bination of small sample and high flux produced satisfactory counting 
statistics without the necessity for large corrections for sub-critical 
multiplication. A pneumatic system transferred the irradiated uranium from 
the- reactor to a counting tank equipped with detectors. The decay of de-
layed neutron activity was monitored by a crystal-controlled multichannel 
time delay analyzer with variable channel widths. The analysis of these 
data was accomplished by an iterative weighted least squares program on a 
digital computer. The best fit was obtained for six groups. 
Small-sample methods have also been employed in the study of photo-
neutrons resulting from delayed fission product gamma rays above the 2.23 
MeV threshold for interaction with heavy water. This reaction is described 
Ik 10 
as: ? + D - > n + p. Spatz, Hughes, and Cahn and Bernstein et al. have 
used this method. Bernstein's work remains the apparent standard, although 
15 
more recent work has been proceeding at Princeton to obtain new measure-
ments. Bernstein's apparatus was similar in concept to the Los Alamos 
equipment described above. The detection tank was a 19-inch diameter hollow 
8 
aluminum sphere which could be filled with Dp0. The sphere was immersed in 
a large tank of oil. The tank was a four-foot cube. A pneumatic rabbit 
containing the enriched uranium oxide sample could be transferred from the 
center of the reactor to the center of the sphere in about 0.25 second. 
The sphere could be filled with heavy water or drained, thus permitting 
separation of standard delayed neutron and photoneutron contributions, The 
neutrons were observed with fission chambers located at various radial 
positions in the oil bath. These detectors had a resolving time of 20 micro-
seconds. The data were recorded by photographing the scaling circuit inter-
polation bulbs with an open shutter oscilloscope camera. A 0.1 second time 
signal was recorded on the film. As the film moved past the neon interpo-
lation bulbs, each bulb produced a dashed line on the film for the time it 
was lit. Data were taken for approximately 70 hours. In this work some 
rather detailed corrections were required to account for the gamma-ray 
attenuation in the irradiation capsule of the pneumatic rabbit system and 
to extrapolate the data to an infinite Dp0 volume. The accuracy of the 
results may suffer from this since the gamma energies are not now precisely 
known and were even less well determined at the time of this experiment in 
19A7. 
In the Bernstein work, photoneutron group abundances were related to 
Q 
the yield of the 22-second delayed neutron group reported by Hughes, and 
thus may be used to give group constants for kinetics calculations which 
are based on the best current estimate of that 22-second group yield. This 
is, in fact, what Finn did in eomparing experimental and predicted reactivity 
values for the Savannah River Process Development Pile reactor. An addi-
tional long-lived precursor, obtained from absolute radiochemical measure-
9 
17 ments has been reported by Ergen and this group is frequently included 
in recommended group constants for kinetics calculations. 
Because of the experimental method employed and the corrections 
applied to obtain these group constants, they do not take into account the 
gamma-ray attenuation tending to diminish the number of gamma rays which 
are above the energy threshold when they attain access to the heavy water 
of a given D?0 reactor. Neither do they incorporate the potentially higher 
effectiveness of delayed neutrons in producing subsequent neutron genera-
-i Q 
tions due to their lower mean energy spectrum. In order to assess the 
adjusted values which apply to a specific reactor, delayed neutron para-
meters have been determined by analyzing the post-shutdown flux in that 
reactor. 
19 
At the Canadian low-power ZEEP reactor, Johns and Sargent ana-
lyzed the decaying flux over a 37 hour period. Their abundance values 
were related to that value obtained for a prominent group whose period 
Q 
corresponded to one found by Hughes et al. In their work, carried out in 
19^6-I9V7 and published in 1953, three proportional counters of different 
sensitivities were used. Each was placed at a different location in the 
reactor. To obtain the flux as a function of time over the periods of 
operation and shutdown, an inter-calibration of relative sensitivity of 
the counters was accomplished. All relative neutron fluxes were then ex-
pressed in terms of that of the most sensitive neutron counter. Counts, 
in units of 128, were recorded on moving paper by pen recorders. No 
assessment of system resolving time per se is given, but the statement is 
made that surprisingly large counting losses were probably caused by an 
unnecessarily long dead time in the discriminators. However, it is also 
10 
noted that, for the counting data on which most of the decay analysis de-
pends, the losses were five percent or less. The ZEEP reactor was operated 
at power levels up to 5° watts for periods of 10, 50, and 230 minutes be-
fore shutdown and the resulting parameters were corrected from these periods 
of operation to represent infinite operation. 
20 
Tunnicliffe performed a similar experiment in 1952, collecting 
data with ionization chambers in the NRX reactor over a 2k hour period. In 
his analysis, however, Tunnicliffe assumed the validity of the decay con-
stants of the six standard delayed neutron groups as determined by Hughes 
9 
et al. and fitted just the photoneutron values by a least squares method. 
In the weighting of data points, the standard deviation, a, was obtained 
by attributing a reading accuracy to the chart records of one percent of 
the full scale deflection and neglecting any systematic errors from range 
to range of the D.C. amplifiers. 
At the Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Studies, Wurenlingen, 
21 
data on DI0RIT have been taken, but as yet no results have been pub-
lished. DI0RIT, ZEEP, and NRX are all natural-uranium fueled and, there-
fore, are not typical of highly enriched research reactors either in di-
mension or gamma-ray attenuation. There is the additional complicating 
factor of an appreciable fast fission contribution in these reactors with 
the resulting delayed neutrons from a different fissionable species, U-238. 
The ratio of fast to total fissions in DI0RIT amounts to about five per-
4- 2 1 
cent. 
All of the work which has been described in the preceding pages has 
dealt with U-235. Summaries of detailed neutron experiments for many fis-
22 23 
sionable species have been prepared by Keepin. ' 
11 
The technique of analyzing the post-shutdown flux in an actual reac-
tor has not "been applied to a highly enriched heavy-water reactor, such as 
the Georgia Tech Research Reactor. Consequently, the appropriate parameters 
required in the various mathematical treatments of reactor kinetics for 
this type reactor have not been determined. The. flux decay analysis proce-
dure has the advantage of deriving parameters from experimental operation 
of precisely the same reactor type for which the results will be utilized, 
thus assuring their applicability. In practice, one fits the data collected 
M -\.'t 
following a rod drop to a sum of terms, E a. e , representing a linear 
i=l X 
superposition of the exponential decay periods of the delayed neutron ac-
tivity present at the time of shutdown. The results may be examined in 
order to determine how many delayed neutron groups, M, are required to repre-
sent this flux decay process. The intermediate parameters obtained from the 
data fitting analysis must be adjusted to correct for the sub-critical neu-
tron multiplication (or more specifically, the production of new fission 
products which is initiated by delayed neutron induced fission) and for non-
equilibrium of precursors. This is required in order to remove from the 
parameters any dependence on power history and degree of sub-criticality. 
These corrections are obviously necessary to ensure the general utility of 
the results; they are also prerequisites to comparing them with literature 
values which have been obtained using small irradiated uranium samples with 
a negligible sub-critical multiplication and no appreciable irradiation his-
tory. Such a comparison is useful in itself, since it sheds light on the 
mechanisms operating within the nuclear reactor which cause the differences 
between the small-sample values, f3., and the effective values, p.eff. 
12 
The differences in these parameters may "be attributed to several 
causes. First, since the energy spectra of delayed neutrons and delayed 
photoneutrons are known to "be lower in average value than those of prompt 
neutrons, the delayed neutrons require less time to slow to thermal energy, 
hence experience less capture and leakage in the process. According to the 
18 
data of Batchelor and Hyder, the average energy of the six standard de-
layed neutron groups is k-30 keV. The photoneutron spectrum is dependent on 
the spectrum of gamma rays producing the reaction; in a reactor, most known 
precursor gamma rays possess energies less than three MeV and hence would 
produce neutron energies less than about 0.8 MeV in a D O reactor. This 
2k 
may be compared with the 2 MeV average energy of U-235 fission neutrons. 
This gives delayed neutrons a greater importance as far as their ability 
to initiate subsequent generations of neutrons, and this greater "worth" 
results in an effective abundance fraction which, for some reactors, has y 
25 ^ $ 
been 25 percent greater than the fraction which one might expect from \ 
J 
data obtained with a small sample. It is evident that the magnitude of 
this energy-dependent worth is a reactor-dependent quantity since slowing 
down and leakage vary among reactor types. 
Competing with the enhancement effect just mentioned is another 
effect which is a strong function of the configuration of fuel elements 
used. Since photoneutrons in heavy water are the result of an interaction 
of a gamma ray possessing more than the 2.23 MeV threshold energy with the 
deuterium of the heavy water, and these energetic gamma rays originate in 
the fuel, any interaction which a gamma ray undergoes between its forma-
tion and its arrival in the heavy water region tends to result in its re-
moval or reduction in energy below threshold value. These events cause a 
13 
smaller effective abundance fraction for delayed photoneutrons than one 
might observe in the small-sample method where very little attenuation 
occurs in the uranium sample and cladding. In the Process Development Pile 
at the Savannah River Plant, gamma-ray interactions with materials other 
than Dp0 result in a reduction of the intensity of the high-energy gamma 
rays by "J& - 82 percent of the initial level. In the Zero Energy Experi-
mental Pile at Chalk River, the comparable value was calculated to be 7̂ -
19 21 
percent. At DIORIT the value 6h percent is used. In the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology Reactor, the removal or reduction was calculated to 
be 31 percent. 
As a result of these factors, the effective abundance fractions for 
a given reactor may be significantly different from those which apply to 
another reactor or those which might be obtained from small samples. A good 
illustration of the effect which choice of kinetics parameters may have on 
such practical considerations as reactor control rod calibrations or other 
1 f> 
reactivity assessments appears in Finn's work. His plot of reactivity 
versus reciprocal doubling time is reproduced in Figure 1. It demonstrates 
the large discrepancy which exists for a particular reactor, PDP, between 
the experimentally observed relationship and those calculated using the in-
dicated parameters and parameters adjusted for gamma transmission. Varia-
tions of this magnitude indicate the desirability of assessing the delayed 
neutron and photoneutron kinetics parameters for each specific reactor type. 
Purpose of the Research 
It was the purpose of the research described in this thesis to: 
1. Establish the number of delayed-neutron and photoneutron groups 
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Georgia Tech Research Reactor. 
2. Determine the relative abundance, p.eff/peff, of each resolved 
delayed neutron and photoneutron group. 
3. Determine the decay constant, \ . , of each resolved delayed neu-
tron and photoneutron group. 
k. Compare the results obtained above with current literature values. 
The delayed neutron and photoneutron kinetics parameters which are 
the product of this research will permit more precise kinetics calculations 
for highly enriched heavy-water reactors in general. In addition, some of 
the techniques that have been developed to facilitate the accomplishment 
of the purposes stated above may find uses in reactor calculations which 
are not restricted to a specific reactor type. 
16 
CHAPTER II 
INSTRUMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT 
The Georgia Tech Research Reactor 
The Georgia Tech Research Reactor is a heterogeneous, heavy-water-
moderated and cooled research reactor located at the Frank H. Neely Nuclear 
Research Center on the campus of the Georgia Institute of Technology. This 
reactor is fueled with highly enriched (greater than 93 percent U-235) plates 
of an aluminum--uranium alloy that is aluminum clad. The reactor is designed 
for one megawatt operation with an associated thermal neutron flux in excess 
of 1013n/cm2 sec. . At the time of the research reported here, low power 
testing and calibration were in progress and the power level was limited 
to 200 watts in order to facilitate handling of irradiated fuel elements 
during flux mapping and other reactor physics measurements. 
While the fully loaded reactor core might contain as many as 19 fuel 
elements spaced six inches apart in a triangular array about two feet in 
diameter and two feet in height, the data for the present research were ob-
tained on a 13-element core. Figure 2, a horizontal section of the Georgia 
Tech Research Reactor (hereafter to be referred to as GTRR), illustrates 
27 
the positions of experimental facilities and fuel elements. The 13-
element core occupied locations V2, Vk - V7, V9 - Vll, V13 - Vl6, and Vl8. 
27 
The fuel element is illustrated in Figure 3« Each standard element con-
tains ten curved fuel plates 0.060 inch thick and 23.5 inches long. The 
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Figure 3. Georgia Tech Research Reactor — Fuel Element Cutaway View 
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edges. Coolant passes in the O.I83 inch space between adjacent fuel plates. 
Each fuel element contains l42 grams of U-235. 
The core is contained within a 6-foot diameter aluminum vessel and 
is immersed in heavy water so as to provide a two-foot thick layer of D?0 
27 
reflector. Figure k, a vertical section, illustrates the placement of 
the reactor vessel within the graphite reflector and the concrete biological 
shield. This figure is also marked to indicate the location of horizontal 
through-tubes designated Hll and H12. These experimental facilities, which 
pass tangent to the core, were used for the placement of the neutron de-
tectors of this experiment. 
Figure 5 is a photograph of the reactor vessel interior prior to 
fuel element loading. This picture gives a good view of the semaphore blade 
type shim safety rods. These blades consist of cadmium metal 0.0^0 inch 
thick, clad inside and outside with type 6061 aluminum alloy. They weigh 
about 20 lb. each and are 5.5 inches wide by 1 inch thick. The cadmium 
section is 4̂ .5 inches long with the total length being 60 inches. The 
full travel of these safety blades is 55°. Also visible in Figure 5 are 
the aluminum thimbles in which the through-tubes Hll and H12 pass. 
Detection and Data Recording Systems 
In applying the method of reactor flux decay analysis for obtaining 
kinetics parameters, it is essential that reliable neutron detectors be 
employed in data collection. Accuracy of the parameters which result from 
the analysis is enhanced if the measurements of neutron flux level in the 
reactor over various time intervals are made at the highest possible count 
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Figure \ . Georgia Tech Research Reactor — Vertical Section 
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Figure 5. Georgia Tech Research Reactor Vessel Interior 
Before Fuel Element Loading 
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In the present work, the flux was monitored over a several-day period. 
Therefore, we required detection systems which were stable at both the 
initially high count rates immediately after the reactor shutdown by rod 
drop and at the final low count rates. As the count rate diminished in the 
course of the experiment, the data were obtained and stored with decreasing 
frequency. The interval over which pulses from the detectors were accumu-
lated before storing for subsequent recording varied from 0.1 second to 100 
seconds. 
Two different types of detection systems were used in this work in 
order to provide a check on the consistency of results. The concept of the 
21 
first, which uses a fission chamber detector, was suggested by Behringer. 
This system was supplied by Reactor Controls, Inc. in accordance with our 
specifications. The second system was developed by the Instruments Group 
of the Nuclear Research Center. It incorporates a scintillation element. 
This particular approach of providing two different detector types was 
chosen since both types appeared to offer attractive possibilities for 
short resolving times well under a microsecond, and yet both were develop-
mental in nature. Figure 6 is a block diagram of the major components of 
these two detection systems. 
Fission Chamber System 
The fission chamber, designated as Reactor Controls, Inc. Series 
RC-26-2451A-1T, has been specially designed for very high counting rates 
and for high neutron fluxes and gamma-ray fluxes. It is illustrated in 
Figures 7 and 8- The detector is one inch in diameter with a neutron 
sensitive length of four inches. The fission chamber has a neutron sensi-
tivity of 0.05 to 0.07 counts/nv. Its construction is all aluminum except 
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Figure 7. Cross Section Diagram of Fission Chamber 
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for an alumina ceramic-to-metal seal. 
In order to reduce the neutron and gamma radiation at the preampli-
fier while maintaining the detector in a high neutron flux, such as may be 
obtained in a radial beam port or through-tube of the GTRR, a 20-inch long 
solid aluminum plug provides shielding between the detector and the pre-
amplifier. The plug fills the inside diameter of the beam hole to minimize 
streaming. A 1-inch diameter hole through the large-diameter shield plug 
accepts a 1-inch diameter shield plug. The detector is mounted on this 1-
inch diameter, 19-inch long aluminum shielding plug, and this in turn mounts 
on the preamplifier. Signal connection from the detector to the preampli-
fier is made by a l/l6 inch diameter nickel rod mounted on spaced ceramic 
beads inside a l/h inch diameter hole through the 1-inch diameter shielding 
plug. 
The preamplifier was designed by Reactor Controls, Inc. for random 
nuclear pulse amplification with double differentiation pulse shaping. 
Double pulse resolution is 2*4-0 nanoseconds. The preamplifier has an over-
all gain, exclusive, of pulse shaping stages, of greater than 600, with a 
rise time of less than 20 nanoseconds. Gain is stabilized by precision 
resistors in the feedback loops around all sections of the preamplifier. 
The input stage is a very low noise cascode circuit designed for 
random pulse inputs from 50 microvolts to 2 millivolts, negative peak. 
Provision is made for supplying + 500 volts to the fission chamber signal 
electrode. First differentiation is accomplished by RC circuitry between 
amplifier sections. 
The cathode follower output of the preamplifier drives a 95 °bm 
balanced line cable at signal levels up to 1 volt peak. This high level 
27 
output is desirable for use with long cable lengths without pickup of sig-
nificant noise. Second differentiation is accomplished at the main ampli-
fier location after the long cable length. A schematic diagram of the 
preamplifier may be found in Appendix G. 
The preamplifier is packaged in a 2-1/-2 inch diameter cylinder, 12 
inches long. Fission chamber input is at one end, power and signal cables 
are located at the opposite end. All components have a low temperature 
coefficient and, except for the connectors and cables, are capable of opera-
tion at temperatures up to 250° F. 
An attenuator panel receives a 95 ohm balanced line input and con-
verts it to a 50 ohm single-ended line. The signal is passed through a 
toggle switch attenuator, adjustable over ^2.5 db by 0.5 db steps, and is 
then RC-differentiated at the output at 50 ohms impedance. The differen-
tiated signal is amplified by a gain-of-ten amplifier having a rise time 
capability of 2 nanoseconds. 
A pulse amplitude discriminator produces a 0.5 V amplitude standard 
pulse at 50 ohms impedance for each input pulse with amplitude greater than 
0.10 V. The pulse amplitude discriminator is capable of less than 10 nano-
seconds double-pulse resolution. Both the amplifier and discriminator de-
scribed above are modules manufactured by Chronetics, Inc. 
The preamplifier is powered by a Kepco Model KR-2 regulated power 
supply set at 212 V, The supply is modified to provide decoupling between 
preamplifier stages by three RC filters and to provide the fission chamber 
polarizing voltage regulated by six 85A2 regulator tubes in series. A 
separate 6.3 V supply provides D.C filament power to the preamplifier 
tubes. A connector is provided for the seven-wire cable going to the pre-
28 
amplifier. The power supply is typically located within 15 feet of the 
preamplifier to reduce filament voltage loss and noise pickup. 
The fission chamher system as a whole may, of course, he made sensi-
tive to the alpha rays which are emitted "by the fissile uranium coating of 
the chamher, by sufficient amplification. This provides a convenient test 
source. But the system possesses an effective alpha discrimination capa-
bility without appreciable loss of neutron sensitivity. This discrimina-
tion capability may be observed in Figure 9° In Curve A, the detector was 
tested in the reactor up to a relative gain setting of 6l. When the detec-
tor was removed from the reactor, there were no counts at this gain setting, 
and, as indicated in Curve B, it was necessary to increase the relative 
gain to about 67 before it was possible to observe the lower energy alpha 
source present within the active material of the fission chamber itself. 
Thus, it may be concluded from Figure 9 that the gain necessary to obtain a 
nearly flat neutron flux response is well below that required to detect 
even a minimum background contribution from alpha-produced pulses. 
Scintillation Detection System 
The active scintillating element used in these detectors was a 
Nuclear Enterprises, Ltd., Model NE-^21 slow-neutron sensitive button of 
one inch diameter, shown in Figure 10. It employs a lithium compound whose 
Li content is enriched to 96 percent Li-6 dispersed in a ZnS matrix 0.0215 
inch thick. The detector design is a modification by Nuclear Enterprises 
28 
of the type reported by Stedman. The manufacturer specifies that this 
element provides 50 percent detection efficiency for thermal neutrons (0.01 
eV or less) and gamma discrimination to the extent that thermal neutrons 
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Figure 9« Performance Characteristics of Fission Chamber Both in and out of the Reactor 
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Figure 10. Scintillation Detector Active Element 
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107 gamma rays per neutron. 
The high voltage was supplied to the photomultiplier tube by an NJE 
Corporation Regulated High Voltage D.C Power Supply, Model No. S-327- This 
unit has an output range of 500 - 5000 volts, 0 - 1 0 mA. According to the 
manufacturer's specifications, it has a maximum ripple of 5 V, a static regu-
lation of ± 100 mV (obtained with constant input voltage and load changes 
from a nominal half load to no load or full load, respectively), or ± 0.01 
percent (obtained with constant load current and input changes from a speci-
fied nominal A.C. Voltage to + 10 percent voltage or - 10 percent voltage, 
respectively), and stability of 0.03 percent per hour or 0.06 percent for an 
eight hour period. 
The photomultiplier tube employed in the scintillation detector was 
an Amperex XPIOIO tube with ten stages and a cesium-antimony semi-transparent 
flat cathode of 32 mm diameter. This tube was selected for its low back-
ground; the manufacturer specifies a room temperature dark current of 10"15 
A/cm2. The photomultiplier tube was obtained from the Harshaw Chemical Com-
pany in an integral assembly incorporating the Nuclear Enterprises NE-^21 
scintillation detector and mu-metal magnetic field screening cylinder in a 
light-tight jacket. 
The voltage divider string is built up in a standing resistor design 
as illustrated in Figure 11. This type of construction, along with the 
detector casing ventilation, permits heat removal by natural convection. 
At the operating level of 1150 volts, the photomultiplier draws 2.8 milli-
amperes of current. The high current drain of this voltage divider string 
is an intentional result of the design of the string with relatively low 
values of resistance. This was done in order to minimize any effect which 
•nppvnipnpvpvpp 
Figure 11. Detector Incorporating Neutron Scintillator, Photomultiplier Tube, 
and Preamplifier ro 
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a rapid change in count rate might have on the gain of the assembly. 
The preamplifier used in the scintillation detector was designed and 
built by the Nuclear Research Center Instruments Group, directed by R. E. 
Meek. This preamplifier provides double RC differentiation and two stages 
of amplification. The input stage from the photomultiplier tube is a 
cathode-coupled amplifier from the photomultiplier tube with cathode-follower 
input and grounded-grid-amplifier output to the second stage. The first 
stage has a gain of 15. The second stage is a White cathode-follower with 
a fractional gain of 0.9* A schematic diagram of this preamplifier circuit 
is included in Appendix G. 
Heat dissipation within the preamplifier assembly was enhanced by 
mounting the Nuvistor tubes in a l/k inch aluminum chassis which was in 
turn attached directly to the sides of the aluminum detector enclosure. 
The output pulse width of this preamplifier has been observed by oscillo-
scope to be O.k microsecond with actual input pulses from the phototube. 
The pulse risetime is k0 nanoseconds. The preamplifier has a test pulse 
input connection. 
Data Recording System 
Technical Measurement Corporation 400-channel pulse height analyzers 
were operated in the multiscaler mode in order to provide continuous accumu-
lation of data on two parallel detection channels. Three multiscalers were 
required; one Model ij-01 and two Model ^0^ units were available.* These units 
were modified by the Nuclear Research Center Instruments Group in order that 
they might operate as two megacycle scalers. The electronic modifications 
*0ne TMC analyzer was supplied on loan through the courtesy of the TMC-
Ellison Division, Atlanta, in connection with the neutron generator project0 
3̂  
required to provide dwell times beyond the inherent capability of the TMC 
instruments, and to furnish experiment start pulses and signal routing were 
all assembled external to the multiscaler units themselves so as to preserve 
their general utility as pulse height analyzers. Appendix G includes a 
block diagram of the portion of this modification which accomplished multi-
scaler sequencing, if required, as well as other schematic diagrams of the 
electronic circuitry used to amplify the capabilities of the TMC analyzers, 
The data recording equipment is capable of automatically sequencing 
from one analyzer to the next, although this feature was not used in the 
tests reported in this thesis. Sequencing of multiscalers is based on a 
signal appearing at the readout light of the unit which has filled its re-
quired number of channels. In this mode of operation, data readout is ac-
complished automatically in order to prepare the analyzer to receive more 
data. Since the analyzer has been programmed for automatic readout of data 
by positioning the front panel control switch on "automatic, " a readout in-
dicator light appears at the instant the last of the 400 channels is gated 
off by the "dwell advance" clock. The "automatic" programmed operation would 
normally result in the analyzer returning to the accumulation of data after 
completing readout. Since this is not desired, it is necessary to inhibit 
this step. This is accomplished by routing the same pulse which turns on 
the readout light to the "accumulate control" section and using it to ap-
propriately modify the state of the control elements. Simultaneously, the 
readout pulse appears at the "accumulate control" section of the succeeding 
multiscaler and permits it to initiate the "accumulate" action. This con-
sists of giving a command to the multiscaler to accept counts in its first 
channel when it receives the first dwell advance pulse. It receives that 
35 
dwell advance pulse about one millisecond later, since the "start-accumulate" 
command also goes to the clock via a built-in delay that is provided to en-
sure full channel width in time. The timing of subsequent channel advance 
pulses depends upon the dwell time per channel which has been selected on 
the control panel. This timing may be provided by either the same or separate 
circuits for each multiscaler and is derived from a base clock having a 100 
kc crystal oscillator as its prime mover. This oscillator is divided down 
by two stages of five each and one stage of four so that the base clock out-
put frequency is accurately 1.0 kc. The clocks associated with each multi-
scaler are themselves unijunction transistor oscillators which further 
divide the one kc base clock input by factors of ten in order to obtain 
dwell advance pulses every 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, and 1,000 seconds. With 
adjustment of variable resistor component values, still other dwell times 
may be obtained. The accuracy of the resulting dwell advance pulses is 
typically better than one part in 10, 000, as measured by a Hewlett-Packard 
Model 5233L electronic counter. Channel advance time, i.e. time from the 
end of storage in one channel to the beginning of storage in the next, is 
3^ M.sec. While unijunction transistor oscillators have adequately provided 
the timing required in this experiment, they are not recommended for this 
application which demands consistent performance during a several-day 
experiment. Our experience has indicated that there are component-matching 
and tuning requirements which make the initial and post-repair calibrations 
extremely tedious. 
Another method of starting multiscaler accumulation is by use of an 
external signal, or start pulse. In these experiments, all three analyzers 
were started either manually before rod drop or automatically at the time 
36 
shim safety rod #3 engaged its lover limit microswitch. A 110 V signal is 
available at the control rod drive position when this occurs, and it is 
brought to the control panel and shaped so as to be suitable for actuating 
the "accumulate control" section of the appropriate multiscalers. 
The actual signal inputs from the detection system pulse height dis-
criminators are brought to the control panel via BNG connectors and wired 
to multipole switches for routing to the appropriate multiscaler inputs. 
The control panel and other systems may be seen in Figure 12. 
Data readout from the multiscaler memory was accomplished by punch-
ing paper tape. Two Tally Model 420 Tape Perforators were used. 'These 
units punch at a rate of 60 characters per second and produce six channel 
tape in a 1-2-4-8-X-O code. Parallel-to-serial conversion of data from the 
multiscaler memories is accomplished with TMC Model 520 Punch Conti'ol units 
These provide a capability for manual input of coded punches on the tape. 
This feature was used preceding each readout in order to identify the test 
number and sequence for the associated data. With the multiscaler "reset" 
toggle switch set on "automatic, " the memory may be automatically cleared 
during the readout to paper tape. 
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The detectors described in the last chapter were positioned in 
instrument hole H21A for preliminary data taking and in the through-tubes 
Hll and H12 for the final data taking. The through-tubes were selected 
because they afford a position near the core from which the decaying flux 
may be monitored with the relatively high count rates which are desirable 
for good statistics. At the same time, the detector position is readily 
adjustable within the through-tube. 
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The nuclear safety requirements for the through-tubes are some-
what more stringent than they are for experimental facilities which do not 
penetrate the core tank. Experiments, or detectors, inserted in this posi-
tion must be so constructed or equipped that they will remain fixed when 
subjected to a three psi pressure differential, such as might occur in 
the case of a leak of heavy-water into the through-tube. Figures 13 and 
ik illustrate the arrangement of components which provide the detector 
positioning and fixing requirements. 
In the flux decay data reported herein, the detectors were typically 
positioned near their maximum count rate position. This was desirable since 
the reactor had been operating at low power (less than 200 watts, and usually 
at only one to five watts) and residual fluxes were relatively low. In fu-
ture experiments, which will be run after higher power operation, it is 
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Figure l4. Detectors Positioned in Through-Tubes 
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expected that the adjustable feature of the detector positioning equipnent 
will be more fully utilized. 
Before the safety rods were dropped, commencing the data taking, the 
neutron start-up source was removed from its position in the core in order 
to eliminate this background contribution. Any remaining background contri-
bution, such as spontaneous fission or photoneutrons produced by naturally 
occurring high energy gamma rays, appears in the flux decay analysis as a 
component with a negligible decay constant value. 
Dead Time Determination 
The dead times of the detectors employed were assessed from interpre-
tation of the Tektronix Type 5^5A oscilloscope presentation of signal pulses 
This procedure yielded a dead time of 400 nanoseconds for the scintillation 
detector and 2^0 nanoseconds for the fission chamber. The dead times of 
detector-analyzer systems were determined in an operational test in which 
the reactor, initially critical at low power, was put on a positive asympto-
tic period of about $6 seconds and the system response recorded as the flux 
increased. The results of this test for the fission chamber system are il-
lustrated in Figure 15- When the reactor had settled out on an asymptotic 
period, the detector-analyzer system was used to record the response of 
the detector, which was monitoring the power rise. Counts were recorded 
at one second per channel, producing the count rate values represented in 
Figure 15. These counts were plotted. A straight line on semi-logarithmic 
paper was drawn through the low count rate points for which negligible 
counting loss was experienced. Then this line was extended to the higher 
count rate region. Assuming this straight line to represent the ideal or 
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count rates yielded a value of system resolving time. These tests indicated 
a total detection system pulse resolution capability of 530 nanoseconds for 
each of the two systems. This value corresponds with that obtained in a 
separate system test using a Rutherford pulse generator providing a pulse 
whose shape was made to resemble that of the discriminator output pulse in 
rise time, amplitude, and width. In this test, it was found that the maxi-
mum count rate, as observed on the oscilloscope, was also obtained for pulses 
separated by 530 nanoseconds. 
Delayed Neutron Precursor Concentration Buildup 
By referring to Figure l6, a logical flow chart of information in 
process, one may observe the central importance of the delayed neutron pre-
cursor concentrations. The buildup of precursors may affect the results of 
control rod calibrations, experiment zero time adjustment, and the correc-
tion of parameters for sub-critical multiplication. A simple assessment of 
the fraction of equilibrium concentration of a precursor which exists at the 
time a control rod is dropped to start a flux decay experiment may be made 
by use of the familiar formula: 
-Mt - t,) 
Q. = 1 - e X * d 
I 
where Q. represents the equilibrium fraction of the i precursor, \ . is 
that precursor's decay constant, and (t - t,) is the time interval before 
rod drop over which the reactor has been operating at a level power. 
When the longer-lived photoneutron precursors are involved, such a 
procedure may lead to gross inaccuracies since the level power operation 
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time may be short compared with precursor half-life. Therefore, it was 
decided to improve the estimate of equilibrium fraction by processing the 
reactor's power history using a computer program, BLDUP, developed for the 
Burroughs B-5500 computer at Georgia Tech. This program and the equations 
which it solves are included in Appendix B. 
The incorporation of reactor power history into computer-readable 
form, i.e. punched cards, is expected to produce desirable long-term research 
benefits. It will permit realistic future interpretation of the residual 
"sources" within the reactor and will also afford the basic information 
necessary for an accurate burn-up assessment. It is believed that this is 
the first time that this refinement in calculating precursor concentrations 
has been included in either parameter determinations or kinetics calcula-
tions. 
Rod Drop Zero Time Determination 
In this research, reactor kinetics parameters have been determined 
(t) M "^i* by fitting the expression, n) ( = 2 a. e , to the flux decay data. 
This method employs the commonly used assumption that, at time zero, an 
instantaneous step insertion of negative reactivity was provided. The time 
required to drop a rod in the Georgia Tech Research Reactor has been mea-
sured by electronic and high speed photographic methods and, as one might 
expect, it differs considerably between rods, depending on the initial rod 
position before the drop and the operating characteristics of the dashpot. 
In any event, while more than 90 percent of the reactivity is invariably 
inserted in less than one-half second, this is not a truly instantaneous 
insertion. 
k6 
It should be evident that a discrepancy of the order of one-half 
second is of little importance at times in the order of hours, but it may-
have some bearing on the results obtained for precursors having half-lives 
of the order of some hundred milliseconds. One might choose the start of 
rod drop motion as zero time, the completion of rod drop as zero time, or 
select some time between these two. The latter technique has been followed. 
In determining the constructive step insertion time, it is desired to choose 
a time such that a flux versus time calculation using the actual functional 
description of reactivity insertion versus time will produce results which 
match those obtained using the step description of reactivity insertion at 
some time after the drop. 
A typical control rod has been calibrated from the banked-critical 
QQ 
position (19.5° withdrawn to full-in) using the RODCALIB method. The 
results are shown in Figure 17* Thus, the relation between reactivity and 
rod position may be estimated. . Electronic measurement using a Baldwin 
shaft-position encoder has provided the information on rod position as a 
function of time in a drop. These results appear in Figure 18. Using 
these results, a mean value for reactivity insertion as a function of time 
has been plotted (Figure 19). The representation of this reactivity change 
as a ramp insertion completed in one-fourth second permits one to apply 
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the ALGOL version of the computer program RP-129. This formulation, 
originally coded at the Argonne National Laboratory in FORTRAN, solves the 
one-group, space-independent reactor kinetics equations which were discussed 
in Chapter I. The output of RP-129 consists of neutron flux and delayed 
neutron precursor concentrations at uniformly spaced time intervals. These 
results form the basic input for the ALGOL version of another ANL-originated 
*7 
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Figure 17. Shim Safety Control Rod Calibration from the Banked-Critical 
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FORTRAN program entitled RODROP. Both of these computer programs are 
included in Appendix C. The purpose of RODROP is to determine the time at 
which an instantaneous insertion of negative reactivity would have produced, 
several minutes later, a flux value which approximates closely that flux 
predicted by the RP-129 calculation. The RP-129 calculation was based on 
a more realistic ramp insertion of reactivity. Both calculations assume 
the same total negative reactivity insertion. They were both made using 
the best available estimates of kinetics parameters. While one might 
question the desirability of using estimated kinetics parameters to obtain 
corrections to other kinetics parameters, this is in fact a valid procedure 
since this calculation is not sensitive to the details of the assumed para-
meters. This is particularly true because of the shape of the reactivity-
versus-time curve of the rod drop in which most of the reactivity insertion 
occurs in a short time. 
Data Collection 
The data recording equipment has been described in Chapter II. The 
procedure followed for data collection using this equipment will now be 
detailed. 
The fission chamber detector and scintillation detector were posi-
tioned in the through-tubes. It was considered desirable to obtain data 
with two different detectors in order to determine any inconsistency or 
detector-analyzer system malfunction. The comparative results will be dis-
cussed in Chapter IV. The reactor was started up and operated at steady 
power for various lengths of time. The antimony-beryllium start-up source 
was removed. All four shim rods were dropped and data collection initiated 
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on a start signal from the down-limit microswitch of one of the control 
rods. All three multiscalers were sequenced by pulses from the same clock. 
Analyzer 1 received fission chamber system counts, analyzer 2 scintillation 
detector system counts, and analyzer 3 received a 1 kc time pulse as a check 
on clock accuracy. The initial dwell time per channel setting was 0.1 sec. 
At preselected times, the dwell time setting was advanced. In this fashion, 
a single 400 channel multisealer was capable of collecting data for several 
days without relief or recycle of analyzers. During the course of a count-
ing experiment, the reactor top reflector remained at its operating level. 
No modifications of reactor configuration were permitted, i.e. no insertions 
or removals. 
The punched paper tapes produced in the readout operation were con-
verted to the punched cards required by the B-5500 computer using an I.B.M. 
Tape-to-Card Printing Punch with a wired program that checks for punch 
errors and reproduces the digitized description of the experiment on each 
card. 
Data Reduction and Fitting 
The flux decay data on punched cards contained the raw information 
33 necessary for the curve fitting Variable Metric Minimization (VMM) program, 
but preliminary reduction and processing were required. These were accom-
plished by the computer procedure DATARED which is reproduced and discussed 
in Appendix D. The purpose of DATARED was to test the data for proper se-
quencing, convert multisealer dwell time and channel number to elapsed ex-
periment real time, correct data for detector dead time, combine original 
data points, if required, to provide a reasonable number of final data points 
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for curve fitting, and to calculate the statistical deviation of each final 
data point. 
Weighted least squares fitting of the flux decay data to the expres-
n(t) "N^ 
sion i0( = 2 a. e was accomplished using VMM with an integral function 
n^ ' i 
procedure. VMM is a relatively new method for numerically determining the 
local minimum of a differentiable function of several variables. Instead 
of using matrix inversion as is frequently done in such problems, VMM starts 
with an estimate of the inverted matrix and attempts to improve the estimate 
with each iteration. This technique was devised by its originator, W. C. 
Davidon, in order to avoid the difficulties of ill-conditioned matrices of 
the sort encountered in some radioactive decay problems. A discussion of 
33 3^ 
the method has been given by Davidon and by Fletcher and Powell. Since 
VMM is a general purpose method, the value of the specific function to be 
minimized, along with its derivatives with respect to each variable, must 
be calculated in a separate procedure supplied by the user. The function 
incorporates the goodness-of-fit criterion desired, which in this case is 
weighted least squares. The details of this function and its derivatives, 
along with the computer program itself may be found in Appendix E. 
After the data have been analyzed to find the parameters producing 
a best fit, they must be corrected in order to make them applicable under 
other power history and shut-down conditions. These corrections, which are 
accomplished in Procedure RSLTS, account for any variation of delayed neu-
tron precursor concentration from an equilibrium value (using BLDUP), the 
effect of sub-critical neutron multiplication on decay constant parameters, 
and the change in relative group abundance between the rod drop calculated 
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zero time and the time at which data collection was started (with zero time 
having been computed using RP-129 and RODROP). The theory by which these 





Flux decay data for up to 75 hours after shutdown were obtained on 
i 
ten separate occasions during the low-power operation of the Georgia Tech 
Research Reactor. Several preliminary data sets were deemed unacceptable 
due to interval timer malfunctions or control error. On two occasions, 
power failures interrupted the experiment for extended periods. In one 
instance, at the last crucial moment the flexing of a power cable broke a 
solder joint, incapacitating one of the two detectors from which parallel 
data were desired. Undoubtedly the most elusive difficulty was that of 
noise interference. Until the most extreme and sometimes redundant mea-
sures for eliminating line and radiated interference were employed, random 
noise counts from some known and other still unknown sources were apparent. 
Considerable attention was given to component grounding and shielding and 
cable shielding. The laboratory regulated power supply was filtered by a 
Sorensen A.C. regulator. Special D.C. filament supplies were built for 
the detector preamplifiers. 
Two satisfactory experiments, henceforth designated A and B, were 
carried out in late April and early May, 19^5 • In each of these, both 
detectors operated in an acceptable manner. In the discussion which fol-
lows, the Test A data obtained with the scintillation detector system will 
be referred to as A(s); that obtained with the fission chamber system will 
be designated A(f). Similar designations will apply to Test B results, i.e 
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B(s) for scintillation detector data and B(f) for fission chamber data. 
Preliminary fitting attempts very early indicated the necessity for 
accurate first estimates of the parameters and the uncertainty in these 
estimates. The square of this uncertainty estimate is a starting value for 
the error matrix which is refined by the Variable Metric Minimization method 
This error matrix controls the magnitude of the parameter-correction step 
and, after fitting, provides an estimate of the precision with which each 
parameter has been determined. Initial estimates were based on the decay 
constants and relative abundances found in the literature, specifically 
Keepin's compilation. It was found to be helpful to improve these esti-
mates initially by treating the data collected over various time intervals 
as count rates associated with the mid-point of the time interval. The 
data collection time interval varied from 0.1 second per data point at the 
rod drop to 1100 seconds per data point in the final phase of counting. 
It is believed that this approach provides faster initial convergence be-
cause of the greater simplicity of the count rate fitting function and its 
derivatives. 
In the first count rate function fits of the data sets A(s), A(f), 
B(s), and B(f), it was evident that A(s) would be amenable to the closest 
fit. With 3̂ 9 data points, an eight-group fit resulted in an F value of 
3^.8 (see Equation 6 on page 123) and a weighted variance of fit, V, of 
1.035* The other three tests had eight-group weighted variances of 1.21, 
1.25, and 1.24. Since each fit to a different number of groups required 
at least one-half hour of B-5500 computer time, it was decided to select the 
number of groups required for the fit by investigating the A(s) data set in 
detail, using the exact integral fit method, and then analyzing the. other 
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data sets with selected numbers of groups based on the A(s) outcome. Figure 
20 illustrates the result of integral function fits as A(s) data were fitted 
to the expression; 
.. t .+At. . *, 
M p j j -\ t 
n(t. -* t. + At.) = Z / a.' e at 
J J J i=i J 1 
t. 
J 
with a successively larger number of delayed neutron groups, M. A minimum 
in F value as well as figure-of-merit, V, occurred at 13 groups. One of 
these 13 was identified as a background term since its decay constant was 
2.73 X 10"10 sec"1, corresponding to a steady term. Therefore, it was con-
cluded that these data indicate a best fit with twelve delayed neutron groups 
plus a background group. It should be mentioned at this point that a figure-
of-merit value of about 1.0 is the region of acceptable fitting results. 
In this region of acceptability, roughly two-thirds of the data points will 
fall within one standard deviation of their calculated values and the re-
maining points will be sufficiently well-behaved that the average residual 
(difference between observed and calculated values divided by the standard 
deviation of the observed data) will have a value slightly less than 1, On 
this basis, it may be seen that almost all of the fits indicated in Figure 
20 were acceptable, although the 13-group fit was best. Plots of data, 
calculated fit, and residuals for Tests A(s) and B(f) appear in Appendix A. 
The relative abundances and decay constants for the A(s) fit are presented 
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Table 1. Test A(s) 13-Group Parameters with Correction Terms 
Group Resolved Msec"





1 1.92 1.96(± 0.25) 1.00 8.30 0.245(± 0.043) 
2 ^•39 X lo"1 4.4l(± O.38) x 10"1 1,00 1.62 0.08l2(± 0.0105) 
3 2.83 x lo"1 2.88(± 0.09) x 10"1 1.00 1.36 0.273(± 0.020) 
4 1.16 x lo"1 1.17(± 0.04) X 10"1 1.00 1.14 o.i6o(± 0.015) 
5 3-01 x lo"2 3.05(± 0.05) 
_2 
X 10 1.00 1.03 0.198(± 0.004) 
6 9.22 x 1 0 - 3 9.25(± 0.28) X 10""3 O.988 1.01 o.0337(± 0.0022) 
7 2.27 x 10" 3 2.27(± 0.32) X 10"
3 
1.37 1.00 0.00309(± 0.00026) 
8 7.73 x io"* 7.73(± 0.14) 
-4 
x 10 5.94 1.00 0.00200(± 0.00008) 
9 3.15 x lo"* 3.15(± 0.06) 
-4 
x 10 7-55 1.00 0.00142(± 0.00004) 
10 1.18 X 10-* l.l8(± 0.004) -4 
X 10 
4.82 1.00 0.00225(± 0.00003) 
11 5.85 x lo"
5 5.85(1 0.06) X 10"5 2.80 1.00 o.ooo503(± o.ooooi4) 
12 1.37 x lo'
5 
i.37(± 0.07) x 10"
5 




10 2.73(± 0.08) x lo"10 O.58 counts/sec 
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Figure 21 is a reproduction of the log n power record for the GTRR 
at-power periods immediately preceding the initiation of Test A by rod drop. 
It reveals an approximate half-hour interval at 20 watts power followed by 
a shutdown (to insert detectors) and a return to 1 watt power for about 10 
minutes before rod drop. Since it was planned to account for precursor 
equilibrium fraction by an analysis of the power history, as discussed in 
Appendix B, and since the reactor had not operated at appreciable power since 
startup, this mode of operation was chosen in order to enhance the contribu-
tion to the decaying flux of intermediate and longer-lived precursors relative 
to the short-lived components whose presence would be readily apparent in any 
event. The result of this enhancement is evident in the equilibrium frac-
tion column of Table 1, in which it may be seen that some groups even exceeded 
their saturation value, based on power level at the drop. This was possible 
since precursor atoms generated at the 20 watt level had not had sufficient 
time to decay away and reach equilibrium at the 1 watt level. The group 
possessing the largest equilibrium fraction, 7«55j has a half-life of 36.6 
minutes and was thus short-lived enough to be at nearly 50 percent equilibrium 
based on the 20 watt level and sufficiently long-lived not to decay away 
markedly before shutdown. This equilibrium fraction provided a correction 
term that was applied before the calculation of the relative abundances 
in order that all abundances might be based on the saturation value of pre-
cursors. 
The second correction factor in Table 1, labeled zero-time enhance-
ment, is due to the 1.1 second lag between the time of the constructive 
step insertion of reactivity and the time that the down-limit microswitch 
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time for these experiments was calculated by the methods described in Appen-
dix C to be O.O38 second, and the total drop time from the banked-critical 
position to the engaging of the microswitch was measured and found to be 
1.13 to 1.14- seconds. This enhancement was most apparent in the shortest-
lived group with a decay constant of I.96 ± 0.25 sec"1. This corresponds 
to a half-life of 0-353 second; thus over a 1.1 second interval this group 
would be expected to decay away to less than one-eighth of its zero-time 
abundance. 
Table 2 presents the parameters obtained by fitting the data of 
Test A(s) with several different numbers of delayed neutron groups. In 
order to ascertain how good a fit Keepin's suggested decay constants would 
provide for these data, we have included a fit to Ik groups, in which the 
abundances were free to be varied by the VMM program while the decay con-
stants were constrained to remain at the values suggested by Keepin, 
with one exception. The shortest-lived group, with a half-life of 0.179 
second, was omitted since the conditions of this experiment did not favor 
its resolution, if it does in fact exist. The resolution of this group 
was sought in a special rod drop experiment with the GTRR in which data 
were collected at 0.1 second per channel from before a drop until 22 seconds 
after the drop and analyzed beginning at 0.5 second after the start of rod 
motion. The best fit to the data of this special experiment resulted when 
the shortest-lived group had a half-life of O.V?2 second, indicating that 
a 0.179 second group could not be resolved. 
Table 3 compares the 13-group fits of Tests A(s), A(f), B(s), and 
B(f). Test B(s) did not fit well and the 13-group fit to its data resulted 
in a weighted variance of 1.38- Since this figure-of-merit indicates a 
Table 2. Test A(s) Parameters 
Groups 
8 Group F i t 
v = 1.035 
P eff/peff M s e c ) p 
10 Group F i t 
V = 1.005 
eff/peff \ . ( s e c " ) 
12 Group F i t 
v = 0.9568 
- Is p .ef f /peff M s e c " ) 
13 Group F i t 
v = 0.9470 
P.eff /peff M s e c " 1 ) 
l4 Group F i t 
with Literature-^-
Values of \ . 
V = 1.215 









0.628 2.37 x 10" 
0.312 3-33 x 10" 
0.01*69 8.33 x 10"3 
0.00348 8.89 x 10" 
-4 
0.00222 3.03 X 10 
-4 
0.00320 1.09 x 10 
0.000398 4.54 x 10"5 
0.00151 5-91*- x l O - 7 
0.174 1.63 0.245 I.96 0.0645 1.40 
0.311 3.27 X lO"1 0.0812 4.4l x lO"1 0.332 3.11 x 10"1 
0.606 2.57 x 10"1 0.0893 2.62 X lO"1 0.273 2.88 x 10"1 0.0992 2.77 x io-1 
0.176 1.04 x 10"1 0.160 1.17 x 10"
1 0.206 1.15 x lo"1 
0.231 4-32 x 10-2 0.212 2.82 x 10"2 0.198 3.05 x 10"2 0.214 3.17 x io"2 
0.0972 2.46 x 10-2 0.0264 1.69 x io"2 
0.0538 9-77 x ID"
3 0.00660 8.97 x lO"3 0.0337 9.25 x lO"3 0.0375 1.27 x io"2 
0.0232 6.83 x 10" 3 0.00309 2.27 x 10" 3 0.00982 4.8i x io"3 
0.00376 1.06 X 
-3 
10 J 0.00268 8.84 x io"* 0.00200 7-73 x 10"* 0.00370 1.50 x io"3 
0.00232 3-54 x 10~* 0.00174 3.15 x lO"* 0.00142 3.15 x 10-* 0.00278 4.28 x 10"* 
0.00319 1.18 X 10"* 0.00258 1.13 X 10"* 0.00225 1.18 x 10"* 0.00324 
-4 
1.17 x 10 
0.000613 5-39 x 10-5 0.000401 4.97 x 10-5 0.000503 5.85 x io-5 0.000467 4.37 x io"
5 
0.0000204 3.65 x lO"6 0.0000272 1.37 x io-5 0.0000212 3.63 x io"6 
0.0013** 5.94 x 10-7 0.000134 7-77 x 10-f 
O.58 counts 
per second 
2.7 x lO"10 
0.000305 6.24 x io"7 
Table 3. Comparison of 13-Group Parameters - Tests A and B 
Test A(B) Test A(f) Test B(f) Test B(s) 
Group V= 0.947 v= 1.14 v= 1.07 V = 1.38 
Pj.eff/Peff X i(sec"
1) p^ f f /pe f f \ ( s e c " : ) p.eff/peff ^ ( s e c " 1 ) p.eff/peff M s e c " 1 ) 
1 0.2l*5(+0.0l+3) 1.96 (±0.25) 0.286(±0.028) 1.99 (±0.22) 0.175(±0.0l8) 1.6l (±0.16) 0.518(±0.52) 2.07(±0.20) 
2 0.0812(±0.0105) 4.41 (±0.38) x 10"
1 0.260(±0.017) 3.56 (±0.20) X 10" 1 0.297(±0.0l8) 3.76 (±0.23) x 10"1 0.0207(±0.0021) 7.43(±0.74) x IO"1 
3 0.273(±O.02O) 2.88 (±0.09) x 10"1 0.0764(±0.0054) 2.35 (±0.12) x 10"* O.o807(±0.oo84) 2.38 (±0.21) x 10"X 0.230(±0.023) 2.19(±0.21) x IO"1 
it O.l60(±0.015) 1.17 (±0.04) x lo"
1 0.154(±O.OU) 1.16 (±0.04) x IO-1 0.205(±0.012) 1.12 (±0.05) x 10"1 0.0497(±0.0050) 1.79(±0.l8) x io"1 
5 0.198(±0.004) 3.05 (±0.05) x lo"
2 0.l85(±0.0O2) 3.04 (±0.04) x IO*2 0.209(±0.0O3) 2.76 (±0.03) x io"2 0.155(±0.015) 3.26(±0.27) x IO"2 
6 0.0337(±0.0022) 9.25 (±0.28) x 10"3 0.0115(±0.0OO9) 1.26 (±0.06) x 10"2 0.0209(±0.0012) 8.73 (±0.34) X 10~3 0.00664(±0.00066) 8.19(±0.8l) x io"3 
7 0.00309(±0.00026) 2.27 (±0.32) x io"3 0.OO2O6(±O.OO13) 7.32 (±0.27) x 10"3 0.00685(±0.00055) 4.02 (±0.14) x IO-3 O.Ol6o(±O.OOl6) 7.4l(±o.68) x io"3 
8 0.00200(±0.00008) 7.73 (±0.14) x 10"1* 0.00217(±0.00004) 8.56 (±0.09) x lO"1* 0.00204(±0.00006) 9-21 (±0.14) x 10"^ 0.00167(±0.00017) 6.54(±0.65) x io"4 
9 0.00l42(±0.00004) 3.15 (±0.06) x IO"4 O.00122(±0.00002) 3.17 (±0.05) x 10_it O.00133(±0.00002) 3.45 (±0.06) x 10"^ 0.000119 (+0.000012) 2.30(±0.23) x io"4 
10 0.00225(±0.00003) 1.18 (±0.004) x 10" 0.00204(±0.00001) 1.195(±0.006) x 10" 0.00175(±0.00002) 1.239(±0.0O9) x IO"4 0.00102(±0.OOOO9) 1.66(±0.11) x io"1* 
11 0.0O0503(±O.000Cl4) 5.85 (±0.06) x 10"
 5 0.000464(±0.000011) 5.78 (±0.03) X 10"5 O.0004l2(±0.000012) 6.12 (±0.04) x IO"5 0.000662(±0.000059) 8.ll(±o.57) x IO"
5 
12 0.0000272(±0.0000014) 1.37 (±0.07) x io"5 0.O000207(±0.0000012) 1.10 (±0.08) x 10~
5 
0.0000128(± 0.0000007) 1.07 (±0.04) x IO-5 0.00OO227(±0.0000023) 2.27(±0.23) x IO"5 
Back-
ground 
O.58 counts/sec 2.73 (±0.08) x 10"
1 0 O.52 counts/sec 8.57 (±0.67) X 1 0 " U 0.70 counts/sec 1.39 (±0.11) x IO"10 0.52 counts/sec 2.48(±0.25) x 10"1( 
LO 
6k 
poorer fit than that obtained in Tests A(s), A(f), and B(f), these para-
meters are included only to demonstrate that, even in this worst case, the 
results are still comparable to those obtained in relatively more successful 
fits. No conclusion has been reached as to why these data were less suc-
cessfully fitted, especially since the same detector was used in Test B(s) 
as was used when the best results were obtained in Test A(s). A comparison 
of the remaining parameters in Table 3 reveals only a fair consistency and 
adequate agreement only in the case of some decay constants. In Test A 
it appears that there may be some degree of ambiguity between groups 2 and 
3, which have decay constants of a similar magnitude, but which are not 
resolved to within their respective error estimates in the two different 
data sets. In Test A(s), group 3 abundance was roughly 3 times that of 
group 2, while in Test A(f) group 2 had an abundance something over 3 times 
that of group 3- This occurrence may be indicative of the reason for some 
lack of agreement as to parameter values among the different tests. The 
nature of this fitting process is such that a certain set of data is best 
fitted with a number of delayed neutron group parameters that is almost 
certainly smaller than the actual number of delayed neutron precursors 
present. The extent to which real groups merge together into the resolved 
groups and the details of such a merger may be responsible for the occurrence 
of two somewhat different sets of parameters, both of which permit an accep-
table fit to the data of a given experiment as gathered by two different 
detectors. Thus, in Test A, it appears possible that the true physical 
situation affecting that portion of the experiment attributable to groups 
2 and 3 may be satisfactorily represented in a non-unique manner. There is 
also a possibility that the VMM program did not accurately assess the error 
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matrix for all parameters for all tests. The refinement of that error 
matrix is accomplished in the program "by making numerous steps in a random 
direction away from the minimum, and then finding the minimum again. In 
the process of searching for the minimum, additional information is gained 
which is used to improve the accuracy of the error matrix. More than 15 
random steps were taken for Test A(s) and approximately 10 each for Tests 
A(f) and B(f). Each random step required about 10 - 15 minutes of B-5500 
computer time. In any such experiment one would also be obliged to mention 
the possibility of detector gain-shift. This potential error-producing 
mechanism would be most appropriately suspected with respect to the scin-
tillation detector. It has been previously mentioned in discussing this 
equipment that its design was directed toward minimizing gain shift from 
high to low counting rates, and careful consideration was given to the 
stability of the high voltage supply selected for this detector. 
In Table k we have compared our best fit parameters of Test A(s) 
with those recommended by Keepin (these incorporate the results of 
12 10 17 
Keepin et al., Bernstein et al., and Ergen ), and those found in 
19 ZEEP. The Keepin-Bernstein-Ergen data (henceforth to be referred to 
as KBE) have been combined into a single set and normalized to a total 
relative abundance of 1. The 19^7 ZEEP experiment was conducted in order 
to study photoneutron parameters and the abundances were normalized to 
that of. a prominent standard delayed group resolved from the ZEEP data 
9 
which coincided in decay constant with a group reported by Hughes et al., 
using the Hughes abundance as the standard. Therefore, no complete list-
ing of relative abundances can be derived from that data. The decay con-
stants from ZEEP are included for historical reasons and to indicate the 
Ta"ble k. Comparison of 13-Group Parameters of the Present Work with Literature Values 
Test A(e) Avg. of Tests A(i 0 . A(f) ; and B(f) Keepir i-Bernstein' -Ergen
11 Johns and Sargent1 9 
Group 
p .ef f /peff \ i ( s e c " ) P.eff /peff \ i ( s e c " ) 3i /P Type X j s e c " ) \ . (sec ) 
x_ 
1 O.0225 Fission 3-87 
2 0.245 I .96 0.235 1.85 0.111 Fission 1.40 
3 0.0812 4.41 x 10-
1 0.213 3.91 x ID"1 0.352 Fission 3-11 x IO"1 
if 0.273 2.88 x 10-
1 0.143 2.54 x 10 - 1 0.0867 Photo 2.77 x i o "
1 
5 0.160 1.17 x 10-
1 0.173 1.15 x 10-
1 0.163 Fission 1 . 1 5 X i o ' 1 1.72 x i o " 1 
6 0.198 3.05 x 10- 2 0.197 2-95 x 10-
2 0.184 Fission 3.17 x IO"
2 3-33 X 1 0 - 2 
7 0.0337 9.25 x 10-
3 0.0220 1.02 x i o - 2 0.0272 Photo 1.69 x i o " 2 
8 O.0329 Fission 1.27 x i o " 2 1.22 x 10~2 
9 0.00309 2.27 x 10-3 0.00400 4.54 x 10-3 0.00932 Photo ^. 81 x i o "
3 
3.05 x 10"3 
10 0.00200 7-73 x io"* 0.00207 8.50 x IO"* 0.00448 Photo 1.50 x io-3 7-30 X 10" 
11 0.00142 3.15 x io"* 0.00132 3.26 x IO"* 0.00276 Photo if. 28 x 10-* 2.30 x 10" 
12 0.00225 1.18 x io-k 0.00201 1 . 2 1 X IO"* 0.00312 Photo 1.17 x io"* 
-4 
1.12 x 10 
13 0.000503 5.85 x 10-
5 0.000460 5.92 x 10-5 0.000430 Photo ^•37 x 10-5 if.52 X 10~5 
14 0.0000272 1-37 X 10-5 0.0000202 1.18 x io-5 0.0000137 Photo 3.63 x i o "
6 
15 0.0000666 Photo 6.24 x 10-
7 
Back-
ground O.58 cps 2.73 x 10-
1 0 0.60 cps 1.66 x IO"1 0 
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number of groups which Johns and Sargent were able to resolve in their ex-
periment which was similar to our own. 
We have given for comparison in Table h a combination set of para-
meters obtained by averaging the corresponding groups of Tests A(s), A(f), 
and B(f). While this is surely a plausible set for kinetics calculations 
in highly enriched heavy-water reactors, and we have weighed the advisability 
of adopting them, we choose to use the Test A(s) parameters in the remainder 
of this work. We feel that they are supported by partial agreement with 
the A(f) and B(f) results, but are a better choice than an average with 
these other sets would be since a more precise fit was obtained in Test A(s). 
A comparison between Test A(s) and KBE parameters is instructive, 
even though it is not precise. The first group of Test A(s) appears to 
have a decay constant, I.96 sec"1, which is close to an abundance-weighted 
average of the first two groups of the KBE values, i.e. 
0.02251 x 3.87 + 0.1108 X l.k a 
0.1333 
KBE groups 3 and h are difficult to compare with corresponding groups 
from Test A(s) due to the abundance ambiguity discussed earlier. There is, 
however, agreement with the decay constants of KBE groups 5 and 6» Group 6 
is the important 22-second half-life by which the Bernstein photoneutron 
data have been incorporated into the recommended group constants of Keepin. 
(Originally Bernstein et al. reported their results with respect to the 22-
second group of Hughes et al. ) Since both of these groups are attributed 
to "standard" delayed neutrons, one may make the assumption (in agreement 
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with calculations made by J. Lewins for the Massachusetts Institute of 
26 
Technology Reactor ) that Z p.eff for the GTRR is about the same as Z p. 
i i 
for the KBE parameters. Then the relative abundances of these two groups 
may be examined for some clue as to relative effectiveness of this category 
of delayed neutrons in the GTRR. The ratio of Test A(s) abundances to KBE 
abundances for these two groups is 1.03, suggesting a 3 percent enhancement 
of delayed neutron importance in the GTRR due to lower average energy. The 
only photoneutron group with notable agreement in decay constant value is 
group 12. The Test A(s) value is 1.18 x 10"4 sec"1 and the KBE value is 
1.17 X 10~4 sec"1. With such close agreement on decay constant, one might 
anticipate that the ratios of relative abundances for this group could pro-
vide an estimate of the photoneutron effectiveness in the GTRR. This ratio, 
2 
O.72, is in fact quite close to the value of O.69I calculated for the MITR. 
An interesting feature appeared in the analysis of Test A(f) results. 
Fits had been obtained with moderate success using eight and nine groups. 
The ten-group fit was surprising in that one of the abundance terms was 
negative, a possibility permitted by the VMM program. When the decay con-
stant, I.96 X 10"5 sec"1 was converted to a half-life value, 9«82 hours, 
it was recognized as being near the 9*13 hour half-life of Xe-135• Xe-135 
effects had been anticipated after higher power operation, but had not been 
expected during low-power operation. If, indeed, this were Xe-135 i"t could 
explain the negative abundance value since the decay of a neutron sink (Xe-
135) has the opposite effect of the decay of a neutron source (delayed neu-
tron emitter). But the significance of the supposed xenon contribution was 
small, - 1.5 counts per second in the initial count rate of about 12,000 
counts per second. A decay constant of 1.86 x 10" sec"1 was found in con-
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junction with a negative abundance term in the ten-group analysis of the 
results of Test B(s). Other than these two rather uncertain indications, 
such a term did not again appear until a l6-group fit to the Test A(s) 
data revealed a - 0.7 count per second contribution with a decay constant, 
2.09 X 10"5 sec"1, convertible to a half-life value of 9.21 hours. This 
l6-group fit also included another low-abundance term with positive sign 
whose decay constant was close to that of 1-135* The concentration of 
xenon as a function of time following shutdown can, of course, be derived 
from a solution of the differential equations describing the change in con-
centration of iodine and xenon. This has been done by Meghreblian and 
Holmes and the result is 
Xe(t) = 
( \Ti A -\„ t / x^i ^ 
Xe +
 I O 
I XeJ 




where Xe is the initial concentration at time zero of Xe-135, I is the 
o o 
time zero concentration of 1-135, and the \'s are the iodine and xenon 
decay constants. 
If xenon were present to any appreciable extent, its change in 
concentration would have to be interpreted as a change in reactivity and, 
hence, a change in the sub-critical multiplication of the reactor. The 
magnitude of this effect at the time these data were collected could not 
exceed the value appropriate for 200 watt operation. According to Glas-
stone and Edlund, for fluxes less than 1011 neutrons/cm2sec, the Xe-135 
poisoning effect at shutdown, P , may be estimated by 
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P = 8 X 10"15 4> 
o o 
where <t> is the pre-shutdown at-power neutron flux, and the poisoning, P , 
is defined as the pre-shutdown ratio of the number of thermal neutrons ab-
sorbed by the poison to those absorbed in the fuel. At such flux levels, 
there is no appreciable poisoning increase after shutdown. If we assume 
<t> at 1000 kW to be 2 x 101S n/cm2sec and scale down linearly to 200 
watts, <t> = k- x 109 n/cm2sec. Thus, P = 3-2 x 10"5. This effect is so 
J o ' o 
small that one would reasonably consider it to be negligible. The possi-
bility that these data do actually indicate the presence of Xe-135 is 
therefore difficult to evaluate. It is concluded that these indications 
result either from a true fitting to Xe-135 decay near the threshold of 




Experiments have been performed with the Georgia Tech Research 
Reactor to determine the number of identifiable delayed neutron groups 
along with the parameter values for these groups. This information is 
required in reactor kinetics calculations. 
The parameters obtained in Test A(s) of this work represent the most 
appropriate values of decay constants and relative abundances presently 
available for a highly enriched heavy-water reactor. Twelve delayed neu-
tron and photoneutron groups are required. Since these parameters were 
obtained through experiments using an actual reactor of this type,, they 
incorporate the factors affecting such values in a direct fashion. It is 
for this reason that the use of these parameters in kinetics calculations 
should represent an improvement over calculations using parameters deter-
mined by the small-sample method. The parameters reported have been given 
general utility by careful attention to the corrections required to account 
for reactor power history, finite time of rod drop, and sub-critical multi-
plication. It is believed that this is the first time that these methods 
for power history and rod drop assessment have been applied to the kinetics 
parameter determination problem. 
In order to illustrate the value of this work and the extent to 
which the particular parameters one uses may affect kinetics calculations, 
two different sets of calculations have been made. These were first, the 
72 
determination of the reactivity calibration curve for the GTRR regulating 
rod, and second, the assessment of GTRR reactivity as a function of the 
reciprocal of positive asymptotic period. In the regulating rod problem, 
with the reactor initially critical, the neutron flux was recorded while 
the rod was driven at constant speed from full-out to full-in. These data 
30 
were analyzed using the RODCALIB method, first with KBE parameters and 
then with the parameters determined in the present work. The RODCALIB 
method is a fast calibration technique that uses a digital computer program 
to apply the reactor kinetics equations. Since the data that are required 
to perform a complete control rod calibration may be obtained in less than 
one minute, it is an attractive method, and one that will probably be 
employed frequently to provide up-to-date calibrations for this control 
element, which is itself a commonly used secondary standard by which other 
reactivities are determined. 
The results of the two calculations are represented in Figure 22. 
It may be seen in this figure that the KBE parameters produce a calibration 
curve that is generally about 10 percent higher than that obtained with our 
parameters. Thus, negative reactivity calibrations made using the KBE para-
meter curve for the regulating rod as a standard will be overestimated in 
worth by 10 percent. The excess positive reactivity which can be compen-
sated with this rod would also be overestimated to the same extent. In 
both of these rod calibration calculations, the same value of total 0 was 
used, i.e. I 0. = Z (3.eff. It should be emphasized at this point that no 
i i 
value for total (3eff has been obtained in this work; only decay constants 
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Figure 22. Georgia Tech Research Reactor — Regulating Rod Calibration 
as Determined from Experimental Data "by Using Both Previously 
Available Parameters and Those Determined in the Present Work 
7̂  
However, it has been mentioned in the previous chapter that calculations 
by Lewins at MITR have indicated that fBeff for the MITR, which is a 
highly enriched heavy-water research reactor similar to the GTRR, may be 
very close to the |3 value suggested by Keepin. 
In the asymptotic period problem, these same two sets of parameters 
were applied in turn to calculate the steady rising reactor period which 
would be associated with a wide range of positive reactivity step inser-
37 
tions. Computer program NE-1 was used for these calculations. The re-
sults are represented in Figure 23. In this figure we have chosen to plot 
positive reactivity as a function of the reciprocal of asymptotic period 
since this is an effective way to emphasize the difference which the 
choice of parameters makes over a wide range of asymptotic periods. Once 
again, a reactivity calibration which is obtained using the asymptotic 
period method and KBE parameters would indicate approximately 10 percent 
greater worth than would a calibration using the same period data and our 
parameters. The basic reason for these differences in kinetics calcula-
tion results is that, for GTRR applications, the KBE parameters overestimate 
the photoneutron contribution and simultaneously do not properly account 
for the enhanced importance of the standard delayed neutrons. Since, on 
the whole, the photoneutrons with which we are concerned here have longer 
half-lives than do the other delayed neutrons, KBE parameter calculations 
may be expected to accentuate the "sluggish" effect which photoneutrons 
have on reactor transients. With a given set of GTRR data, such as the 
RODCALIB data previously discussed, the KBE parameter calculation compen-
sates for overestimated sluggishness by overestimating the reactivity. 
The detection and data recording equipment employed in this work 
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Figure 23. Positive Reactivity as a Function of the Reciprocal 
of Asymptotic Period Calculated by Using Previously 
Available and Present Work Parameters 
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were of the most modern design. Two different neutron detector types, a 
scintillation detector and a fission chamber, were used. Both detection 
systems possessed 530 nanosecond pulse resolution times. The experience 
of this work indicates no consistent advantage of one system over another 
as far as accuracy and reliability, although precise agreement of results 
between detectors would have more convincingly validated their equivalence. 
It is anticipated that, because of their different construction arrange-
ments, the scintillation detector-preamplifier will be more readily affected 
by radiation damage, and thus have a shorter useful lifetime than the fis-
sion chamber assembly. 
The purposes of this thesis as set down in Chapter I have been 
realized. The required number of delayed neutron groups was determined to 
be 12; relative abundances and decay constants have been provided. A com-
parison has been made between previously available and presently determined 
parameters. Furthermore, some of the methods which have been devised in 
this work offer prospects for useful application to other similar problems 




An immediate extension of this work can be realized by repeating 
this experiment following higher power operation. The advantage in doing 
so is that improved statistical precision of data will result. The data 
collection system described in Chapter II has a resolving time of 530 
nanoseconds. The limiting component is the multiscaler. It is anticipated 
that rather minor improvements of the fission chamber detector will provide for 
it a resolution of less than 100 nanoseconds. It is, therefore, recommended 
that this system be improved for higher count rates by the addition of 
appropriate fast prescalers between the discriminators and the multiscalers. 
As a matter of operational reliability and reproducibility, it is also 
recommended that automatic programming of the multiscaler channel dwell 
time selection be added to the existing equipment. 
The values obtained for relative abundances of delayed neutron groups 
must be related to an appropriate total (3eff, Z f3.eff, in order to be 
i 
applied to kinetics calculations. A value has been determined in the small-
sample experiments previously described which may or may not be appropriate. 
It is recommended that both calculation and experimental technique be 
applied to the determination of an absolute value of |3eff which is appro-
priate to a highly enriched heavy-water reactor. The calculational method 
might also yield values of relative abundance which could be compared with 
those obtained in the present work. In addition; if an independent experi-
78 
mental value of the prompt neutron lifetime, £*, were obtained, a direct 
comparison could be made with the parameter peff/i* as obtained by both 
noise analysis and pile oscillator methods. The calculation of gamma-ray 
attenuation by the fuel element in the energy region above the 2.23 MeV 
threshold energy for photoneutron production in heavy water would provide 
additional understanding of the details of this process and permit more 
accurate prediction of the adjustment of abundance parameters necessary 
for different types of fuel elements. 
This work has demonstrated the usefulness of the Variable Metric 
Minimization method for curve fitting. Methods for its efficient opera-
tion should be tested further and optimized techniques for speeding its 






The following pages in this appendix include figures which illustrate 
the success of the curve-fitting operation for Tests A(s) and B(f). Flux 
decay data were actually accumulated over different time intervals, At., 
J 
varying from 0.1 to 1100 seconds. These data values have been divided by 
the appropriate time, At., to obtain the count rates represented in Figures 
2k- and 25. The improved statistical precision associated with a higher 
total count is evident in these figures; as the collection time per channel 
increases in Figures 2k- and 25, the actual count rates are more consistently 
described by the computed fit. 
In Figures 26 and 27, the value of the weighted residual for each 
data point is plotted. This residual is the difference between the ob-
served and computed-fit count, divided by the square root of the observed 
value. From these figures it may be seen that, in both of the tests illus-
trated, roughly two-thirds of the data points are within one standard de-
viation of the computed value, and the differences between actual and 
computed values are randomly positive and negative. If one were to square 
each of the values indicated in Figure 26, sum up these squares, and then 
divide by the number of data points (3^9) minus the number of parameters 
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Figure 2tau Representation of Test A(s) Data and Calculated 13-Group Fit from 0.1 - 4000 
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Figure 2kh. Representation of Test A(s) Data and Calculated 13-Group 
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for clarity) 
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Figure 25a. Representation of Test B(f) Data and Calculated 13-Group Fit from 0.1 - 1000 
Seconds (some data points omitted for clarity) uo 
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Figure 25b. Representation of Test B(f) Data and Calculated 13-Group 
Fit from 1000 - 275,000 Seconds (some data points omitted 
for clarity) 
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BLDUP is a B-5500 computer program written in the ALGOL language. 
It analyzes the power history of the reactor from initial startup to any 
later time in order to assess the equilibrium fraction of delayed neutron 
precursors. This equilibrium fraction is expressed as a percent of the 
saturation value which is associated with the power level existing at the 
time of interest. In the work reported in this thesis, the time of in-
terest is a specific rod drop time, or alternatively the time at which a 
control rod calibration by the digital method, RODCALIB, was commenced. 
The input data for this program include information taken from the 
log n recording of reactor power. The recorder receives its signal from 
a micromicroammeter which operates in conjunction with a compensated ioni-
zation chamber located in one of the reactor instrument positions. The 
ionization chamber is a General Electric Model No, GE-5^67870-GR11; the 
micromicroammeter is General Electric Catalog No. 53^E7^5G3« 
Appropriate intervals of reactor operation as recorded on the log n 
chart are categorized by either exponential or linear approximations and 
the time and current values are recorded on coding sheets for punched card 
entries. The only other input quantities required are the decay constants 
of the delayed neutron precursors, which are determined by the Variable 
Metric Minimization curve fitting program. 
To determine the sequential history of the reactor neutron popula-
tion, we begin with the standard kinetics equation which describes the 
88 
change in delayed neutron precursor concentration with time at a fixed 
position in the reactor: 
dC.(t) 
dt 
- \. C.(t) + - p. Z 4>(t) 
1 ix ' p K i a v ' 
\.t 
By use of an integrating factor,, e , this differential equation may be 
rewritten as 
A-.t 
oLtc (t) e 1 ] \ t 
i—• = i p . Z 4>(t) e X 
dt p l a 
and integrated to obtain 
A.t 
C,(0 e X 
P v k-'t' 
/ - P. S *(t') e X dt 
J P i a 
Now we define C.(t=0) = C. , and t as the rod drop time of interest, and 
o 
perform the integration, 
-X.t -^-"^ P13 ' = t ^ x-t' 
C . ( t , ) = C . e
1 C + - | 3 . E e l d / d < D ( t ' ) e : L dt ' (3) 
i s d' I p K i a J K ' V J ; 
t =o 
Now, the reference interval is that interval at level power immediately 
preceding the initiation of an experiment (e.g. rod drop). For the refer-
•p 
ence case 4>(t) = <t> , a constant. The equilibrium fraction desired for 
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each precursor is the number of precursor atoms present under actual condi-
tions divided by the number that would have been present had the reactor 
been operating at the reference level for an infinite length of time. 
Therefore we obtain the reference concentration,, 
C.
R(tJ = £ * Z 0R (k) 
1 v d' p A. a s 
1 
The actual concentration is expressed in Equation 3 above. The equilibrium 
fraction is: 
c i ( V 
d c.R(tJ 
i x d 
The problem then reduces to one of finding the value of the integral 
in Equation 3 for the exponential or linear portions which make up the 
integral. In the linear case, referring to Figure 28a_, we make the fol-
lowing formulation: 
(t) - 4>(ta) *(tb) - *(ta) 
t - t t, - t 
a b a 
b a -




"1 n<$> ( t , 
ln<j> ( t ) 
^n$ ( t a ) 
TIME 
a. Linear Flux Change 
Representation 
b. Exponential Flux Change 
Representation 
c. Logarithmic Representation 
of Exponential Flux Change 
Figure 28. Standardized Approximations for Reactor Power-History Record 
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, ^ *b * ( ta } • *a * ( V [ * ( V " * ( t a ) ] * 
b a b a 
t = t 
r V 
Evaluate / * ( t ' ) e d t ' , with the subs t i tu t ion of $ ( t ) developed 
t = t a 
above for $ ( t ' ) in the in tegra l . Define the value of t h i s in tegral to be L, 
[tb *(t&) - t a • ( t b ) ] r
= t b V ' + 
L = — ^ / e dt 
b a ttt 
a 
t = t 
[•(o - *(t )] P , v' 
+ £ —-S— / t ' e x dt 
13 " a ttt 
a 
[ t 4>(t ) - t 4>(t, )] _ \ . t \ . t 
b v a ' a v V 1 / l b i a\ 
L= r n <e - e > 
b a l 
\ . t , X.t \.t \ . t 
[ • ( V - • ( t a ) ] - 1 f ( V
 l b - t a e ^ ) | ( e
1 » . , > » ) 
( ^ - V T l " x< ^2 
Similarly, in the exponential case illustrated in Figures 28b and 28c, we 
obtain the following representation: 
0(t) - <P(t ) e 
cL 
a(t - t ) 
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where a is some appropriate coefficient to describe the exponential change 
Then 
• (t) t - to <»(tb) 
ln *rn*= K -1 ln *T^T 
v a; b a v a' 
•(t) = *(t ) 
d 
t - t 
a 
t, - t b a 
Defining the value of the integral, 
t =t, \.t' 
• (f) e 1 at' 
t =t 
as E in this exponential case, we obtain 
t' - t 
a 
E = *<**) 
=tb r *(tj -.S) 
JJJ1 a ^ 
- t a X. t 
e X dt 
t =t 
a 
We solve this by substitution as follows: 
— - — — . Then t' = y(t^ - t j and dt' = (tfe - tjdy 




E = (*a> 
(tb) S • b a 
(K - V 
y= 
b a 
••(tb) i y \ K - t „ ) y 
*TtjJ 
ix b a' 
e dy 
The integral is of the form, / ay e y dy, or / eY n a e y dy, which reduc 
r (lna + b)y 
to / e dy and is integrated to produce 
es 
e ( l n a + b)y 
b 
t . - t b a 
( lna + b) 
t 
a 
t - t b a 
Transforming back to the variables of interest and collecting terms, we 
obtain: 
E= ( ^ - V ^ V • ( t i , ) 
l n TTT7' + X i ( t t " *a> a 
r<t>(t ) X.t , \ . t 
v V l b i a 
We have thus demonstrated the method for evaluating the integral in 
Equation 3 if the power history record is broken up into intervals approxi-
mating either linear or exponential changes in flux. 
In evaluating Equations 3 and h it is not necessary to assess 
the value of the terms k, p, p., and L since they are always present in 
I a 
9h 
both numerator and denominator. For the calculation from startup, the C. 
values are all zero. For subsequent analyses, starting at the rod drop 
time of the previous analysis and calculating forward in time, the values 
of C. are simply the values of C.(t,) which were calculated for the last 
rod drop time if the decay constants remain unchanged. It is evident that 
successive analyses must be contiguous in time. 
The computer procedure, BLDUP, delivers in printed and punched form 
the values of equilibrium fractions according to Equation 5 and also 
punches the values of C.(t ) for use in the next succeeding analysis. 
The listing of this procedure is reproduced, beginning on the fol-
lowing page. 
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COMMENT B L 0 0 P ; OOOO 
BEGIN FILE IN CARD 0 (?» 15) I % 100 0000 
START OF SEGMENT ********** 0002 
FILE UUT PUNCH 0 (2. 10) * I 200 0005 
FILE OUT PRINT 1 (2. 15) > * 
INTEGER NP. I, CONINO. TPREV. TCON. NOINT. K» TD» Z. M* TSTARTJ 
INTEGER ARRAY TYPE [0 I 10223* T [0 I 10223) 
REAL PHIO. SUMINT. FACl. FAC2. FAC3. FAC5, FAC6* FACT. L. li 
REAL ARRAY LAM [0 I 20)* CZERO [0 « 203* PHI (0 I 10223* CR [0 « 
203* THA [0 • 203. TTMIN [0 « 203. CT (0 I 203. EOFRAC CO I 20)J 
LABEL Ll» L8* L2* L3» L4» LA* L5» L6» L7J 
ALPHA CI* C2» C3» C4* C5» C6* C7* C8* C9* CIO* Cll. Cl2. Cl3» C14I 
FORMAT FL1 ( 
» 8LDUP. A H-5500 ALGOL PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING THE 
CONCENTRAIION OF OELAYEO NEUTRON PRECURSORS 
) . F L2 (14 A5)» FL3 (.//// "QATE OF THIS C A L C U L A T I O N IS ". 1« A5 
), FL4 (110 / (6 E12. 5)). FL5 (" I LAMBDA " ) , 
FL6 (/ X2. 12. X12* K10. 5)» FL7 (3 H O ) . FL8 (/ / 
» THE PREVIOUS BUILDUP ANALYSIS ENDED AT "» I*. / 
» THIS ANALYSIS BEGINS AT ", 16). FL9 (6 E12. 5 ) . FL10 (110)* F L U 
(112* 112* R12. 4 ) . FL12 (110, R12, 4 ) , FL13 (110, XlO. R12. 4) J 
LIST LISTl (CI. C2. C3. C4» C5* C6. C?» C8. C9. ClO. Cll. C12, C13 
* C14) I % 
LIST LIST2 (NP. FOR 1 «• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NP DO LAM [I))J 
LIST LIST3 (I. LAM [I)) f * 
LIST LIST4 (CONINO. TPREV, TCON) I % 
LIST LISI5 (TPREV* TCON) ; I 
LIST LIST6 (FOR I •• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NP 00 CZERO CI))J 
LIST L I S U O (NOINT) I t 
LIST LIST11 (FOR K «• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NOINT DO [TYPE IK). T [K)» PHI 
[K33) ; * 
LIST LIS112 (TD» PHIO) J 1 
LIST LIST13 (FOR I «• 1 STEP 1 UNTIu NP DO (I* EOFRAC [I)))> 
LIST L I S T U (FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NP DO CT [I3)J 
WRITE (PRINT CPAGE3) t I 
WRITE (PRINT* FL1) 1 » 
READ (CAHO. FL2. LISTl) J t 
WRITE (PRINT. FL3* LISTl) J I 
READ (CARD, FL4. LIST2) J I 
WRITE (PRINT. FL5) i % 
FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NP 00 WRITE (PRINT. FL6» LIST33J 
REAO (CARD* FL7* LIST4) J t 
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READ (CAKO# FL«# LIST6) I * 
READ (CAHD> FL10' LISTlO) J X 
REAO (CARD* F L U ' LISTll) ; t 
READ (CAKD# FL12' LIST12) J I 
FOR K «• 1 STEP I UNTIL NUINT 00 T CK] • T CK] x 60> 
TO «• TO x 60 i % 
I •• 0 J I 
LI t I 4- I + 1 ; i 
IF (1 > NP) THEN GO TO L8 » * 
T CNOINT • 1J «• TO ; * 
PHI CNOINT • 11 «• PHIO I X 
C« CI3 * CPHID / LAM II]) J % 
THA CI] * 0.693 / LAM CIJ i % 
TTMIN II) «• TO * 8 x THA CI) J * 
SUMINT 4- 0 i % 
Z «• NOINT ; * 
IF (TtMIN CI] S ICON) THEM QO TD L*J 
L2« IF UTMIN CIJ 2 T (Z)> THEN GO TO L3> 
Z * 2 - 1 J * 
GO TU L2 M 
L3I rSTART • T U l > * 
GO TU LA I I 
L4» TSTART «• TCON J I 
z «• 1 ; * 
LAI FOR M «• Z STEP 1 UNTIL NOINT DO 
BEGIN IF (TYPE CM) * 0) THEN GO TO L6j 
L5« FACl • T [M • M - T CM] J I 
FAC2 • EXP (LAM CI1 x (T CM • 1] • TO))J 
FAC3 •• EXP (LAM CIJ x (T CM) - TO))* 
FAC5 M I IH M l * PHI f MJ - T CMJ * PHI tM • 1 ] ) / FACU 
FAC6 • FAC2 - FAC3 f t 
FAC7 «• (PHI CM • 1J - PHI CM1) / FAC1I 
L «• FAC5 x FAC6 / LAM CI] • FAC7 x (CT CM • 1) x FAC2 - T CM] x 
FAC3) / LAM II) - FAC6 / LAM II] x LAM CI))) 
SUMINT • SUMINT • L J * 
GO TO IT ) * 
L6« FACl M [ M II • r |HJ I I 
FAC2 • EXP (LAM CI) x (T CM • 11 • TD))J 
FAC3 • EXP (LAM II) x (T CM] - TO))J 
FAC6 «• LN (PHI CM • 1) / PHI CM])) 
E • FACl x PHI CM] x (1 / (FAC6 • LAM CI) x FACl)) x ((PHI CM • 
1] / PHI CM]) x fAC2 - F&C3) ) * 























































RP-129 AND RODROP 
RP-129 is a FORTRAN program which solves the one-group, space-
independent reactor kinetics equations for neutron density if the reactor 
kinetics parameters and the excess reactivity as a function of time are 
given* A complete description of the method of solution is given by Ka-
11 ganove. This program has been translated into ALGOL for the B-5500. 
It permits several optional functional representations of reactivity as 
a function of time plus an interrupt feature which enables a redefining 
of reactivity function in the middle of the transient solution for neu-
tron flux. 
RP-129 has been modified somewhat in order to provide punched output 
12 
which can be efficiently used in a second program, RODROP, which has 
also been translated into ALGOL. RP-129 provides, at selected times, the 
relative neutron density and current value of delayed neutron precursor 
concentration. These quantities, along with the kinetics parameters, rep-
resent the input to RODROP. It is the purpose of RODROP to ascertain at 
what time during a non-instantaneous insertion of reactivity the instan-
taneous insertion of the same amount of reactivity would be most nearly 
equivalent, in terms of resulting neutron density. 
Following the insertion of a fixed amount of reactivity, Ak remains 
constant, a static reactor configuration exists, and the reactor flux may 
99 
be expressed as 
N s.(t-T) 
•(t) = 2 a. e X 
i=l X 
where T = reactivity insertion time 
t = elapsed time. 
The s. are inhour equation roots and are found in the same fashion 
as in References 8 and 37° The a. may be calculated from the values of 
flux and precursor concentration provided by RP-129. 
If the time for reactivity insertion is not instantaneous, the value 
of T to be used for calculational purposes is questionable, since neither 
the start of drop nor the stop of the drop are necessarily the "best time." 
The conclusion that, for some long time after a reactivity insertion, 
instantaneous or otherwise, the detailed history of the insertion should 
have little effect on the flux leads to the proposal that a time T' be 
chosen such that 
sn(t-T) s (t-T') 1. " 1 
a e = a e 
Here, s is the smallest in magnitude of the s. (and is associated with the 
longest half-life of interest) and the a' is the coefficient which is 
found in the analysis of an instantaneous drop. The output of this program 
is the constructive time of insertion of a Ak in a stepwise manner which is 
most nearly equivalent at a later time to the true insertion. In investi-
100 
gating results from these two programs, it has been found by Cohn that, 
for a linear reactivity insertion, the ratio of T/T' is always less than 
0«5 and approaches that maximum as the absolute value of the Ak decreases. 
The equivalent instantaneous drop flux predicted by the RODROP program is 
always less than that of the actual non-instantaneous insertion. 
These programs in the ALGOL language are included for reference in 
the following pages. 
101 
COMMENT R P - 1 2 V ) 
BEGIN FILE OUT PUNCH 0 (2. 10) i * 
FILE TAPE6 1 (2, 15) J I 
FILE TAPE? 0 C2» 15) I * 
BOOLEAN ARRAY SENSL 10 I ft 1 J t 
REAL 9» XPR i I 
INTEGER K ; I 
REAL P R O C E D U R E INT ( A R G 1 ) I X 
VALUE ARIil ) * 
REAL ARG1 ) * 
BEGIN INT • (SIGN CAKG1) x ENTIER CABS (ARG1))) 
END > % 
REAL P R O C E D U R E MAX (4RG1» ARG2) i i 
VALUE A R M , ARG2 I % 
REAL A R G 1 . ARG2 i t 
BEGIN MAX * (IF ArtGl > ARR2 THEN AKQ1 ELSE A R G 2 ) 
END i % 
REAL P R O C E D U R E MIN (AKftl. ARG2) i t 
VALUE A R G 1 , ARG2 ; % 
REAL ARGl, ARG2 i X 
BEGIN MIN * C t T ARG1 S AHr,2 THEN AHG1 ELSE ARG2) 
ENO I t 
PROCEDURE SRASYMPR (JREX* JALPHA, JMAXI, SV3ETA, SVFLAM, J 8 E T A S U , 
J V I T A , J S O U R C E ) I t 
INTEGER JMAXI t I 
REAL J R E X , JALPHA, J8ETASJ, JVITA, JSOURCE) 
REAL ARRAY SVRETA (I) J, SVFLAM COJJ 
BEGIN INTEGER JI f * 
REAL JK, JSUM, J A L P H A G , J S U M 2 , JX, JYJ 
LAdEL DUMMY, L W L 1 0 , L20 i t 
IF JREX > 0 THEN GO TO LI > * 
JALPHA » 0 J * 
GO TO DUMMY I I 
COMMENT C A L C U L A T E INITIAL GUESS BY EMPIRICAL FORMULA* 
L U JR *• 1 + JREX I % 
JSUM «• 0 J * 
JI •• 1 i % 
DO 
BEGIN JSUM ^ JSUM • SVBETA (JI) / SVFLAM [JI] 
END UNTIL (JI * (JI • D ) > JMAXIJ 
JALPHAG • JREX / (JVITA + JR x JSUM / (1 • (.2 x JR£X / j B E T A S U ) 
» 2 / SQRT ( J V I T A ) ) ) t i 
0000 
100 













































COMMENT ITERATE USING NEKTONS METHDO UNTIL 6 SIGNIFICANT FIGURES* 
LIUi JSUM «• 0 t % 
JSUM2 «- 0 J * 
JI «• 1 \ % 
90 
BEGIN JX •• 1 / (JALPHAG • SVFLAM C J T 1 X 
JY *• SVBETA t JI J x SVFLAM C JI J * JX; 
J S U M • J S U M • J Y > i 
JSUM2 * JSUM2 * jr * JX 
END UNIIL (JI «• (JI + 1)) > JMAX1J 
JALPHA * JALPHAG - (JVITA x JALPHAG - JREX ' JH « (JSUM -
Jd L T A S U ) ) / (JVITA + JK x J5UM2)J 
IF (ABS ((JALPHA - JAL P H A G ) / JALPHA) $ l.*-*,) THEN GO TO DUMMY; 
JALPHAG * JALPHA ; < 
GU TO L10 i * 
L20I GU TO TOMMY J * 
OUMMYI 
ENO t % 
PROCEDURE. M A I N P R U i t 
BEGIN rtEAL ARRAY AHRAYl CO t 10] J * 
DEFINE SVTESTO * A H R A Y I * ) * 
DEF1NE JT * ARHAY1 t \ i t } * 
DEFINE JALPHA « ARKAY1 C5) * ) % 
DEFINE JTHERM = ARRAYl f4J * ' % 
D E F I N E JPHI * ARRAYl 13) t I t 
OEFINE JREX « ARRAYl C2J * J * 
REAL ARRAY SV8ETA CO I 20 J # SVFLAM CO « 2 0 ] , SVCIDOT CO I 203, 
SVADENT fO » 1 0 ] , SVP ID I 1 0 0 ) . SVTLI* CO « 203, SVTLIP CO I 20 
J, SVRLTI CO « 2U3> SVBLTI CO « 203. SVC CO « 203* SVPOT CO l 
100] ) * 
INIEGEH 0X1 t I 
OWN INTEGER ASVKRTN } X 
INTEGER JIFBLAM, J N U M U P T . J ICHEC*, JINTRUP, JIFLAG, JIMAX> J I, 
JNUMEXC, JJC, JINTM, J J P R I N T , JNUMREX, JNREAD, JK, JJ, JLJ 
REAL JUUERY. J8ETASU. JTLAST, JVITA, JS» JEPSILO, JSUM, JHHQ, 
JSUURCL, J P E R I U O , JENOOT, J E N 0 U T 2 , JELTATC, JSTEPK, JPHIZ, JK, 
JBLT, JSUMOQT, JSL» JTlEST, JT2, JRT2, JRTSOR* J O E L N M I , J D E L N M 2 , 
JT2L, J H L T 2 , J B L T V i T , J D E L T A I , JC8LT, JCBLT?, J C B L T } , JOELPHI* 
JT1» JA, J8, JTRY, JOELK, J0ELK3N, JX, J0EL«1» J D * 1 , JDK2» JD*3J 
COMMENT THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES ARE REQUIRED! 
S R A S Y M P R ) % 



















0003 IS 0044 LONG » NEXT SEG 00O2 
6000 0035 
6100 0035 
























"JICHECK TEST F A I L E D " ) / FL1005 (112 / (6 <U ?, 1))> FL1015 (6 
R12. \>, FL1060 (6 Hl2. 1 ) , FL1080 ( 
" KP129 UNE GRUUP,SPACE INDEPENDENT REACTOR KINETICS")* FL1085 < 
/ " ". 10 A 6 ) , FL3003 (" " / 10 A 6 ) , FL1090 (/ 
" NUMBER OF PRECURSORS*". 12 / X15, "i"< Xll* "8ETA", X10* 
"LAMBDA", X7» "L*(C O O T ) " / (116, 3 R16. 6))> FL1095 (/ " "» X5» 
"KiX(0-)"» X7» "PEHltlD(O-)", X6, "NDUT/N ( 0 - ) " / 3 R16. 6) > 
F L U O O (" "» X5» "WHERE NUOT/N (0-) WAS INPUT INFORMATION"). 
FL1105 (" ", X5» "WHERE KEX(O-) WAS INPUT INFORMATION"), FL1110 ( 
" "» X5, "WHERE KEX(O-) ANO THE CIDOTS WERE INPUT INFORM AT I ON") i 
FL1115 (/ " "» X3, "INITIAL TIME", X4, "FINAL TIME", XB* 
"SUURCE", X9* "LIFETIME" / 4 HIS. 6 ) , FL1200 (3 112, 3 R12. 1 ) , 
FL1330 (/ " REACTIVITY OPTION", XT, 12 / " REACTIVITY STEP"» *<5> 
K16. 6 / " INTERRUPT OPTION", X9> 12 / " INTERRUPT VALUE"* R20. 
6 / / " ", (6 R20. 6))» FL1355 (/ " DJLTA T»"> R12. 4. 
"/RESULTS PSINTEO EVERY", 16* " S T E P S , " ) , FL1360 (/ " ", X8, 
"TIME", X12» "FLUX", X10» "PERIOD"* X9* "INTEGRAL N", X6. 
"K E X C E S S " ) , FL148D (5 R16. 6 ) , FL300I (6 R20, 1 0 ) , FL3002 (A 
R20, 10) ) I 
LIST LIST1 (JIFBLAM, JNUMUPT, FOR DX1 * 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 10 DO 
SVAOENT C O X l ] , JICHFCK) t % 
LIST LIST2 (JIMAX, FOR 0X1 «• 1 STEP I UNTIL JIMAX 00 SVBETA t 0X1 
) , FOR 0X1 • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JIMAX DO SVFLAM COXl))) 
LIST LIST3 (JT, JTLAST* JVITA, JALPHA, JS, JPHI, JREX, JEPSILO) J 
LIST LIST4 (FOR 0X1 • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JIMAX ^0 SVCIDOT tDXl])> 
LIST L1ST5 (FOR DX1 * 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 8 DO SVADENT C O X U ) J 
LIST LIST6 (JIMAX, FOR !)X1 «• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JIMAX DO COXl, 
SVBETA t D X M * SVFLAM [DX13* SVCIOQT [DXl)])) 
LIST LIST7 (JREX, JPERIOI), JALPHA)J 
LIST LISTS (JT* JTLAST, JS# JVITA)J 
LIST LIST9 (JNUMEXC, JINTRUP, JJC, JELTATC, JQUERY, JSTEPK)) 
LI5T LIST10 (FOR DX1 * 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JNREAD 00 SVP COXl)); 
LIST LISTll (JNUMREX, JSTEPK, JINTRUP, JOUERY, FOR 0X1 • 1 STEP 
1 UNTIL JNREAD DO SVP C3X1J) i % 
LIST LIST12 (JDELTAT, JJPRINT) ; * 
LIST LJST13 (JT) ; X 
LIST L1ST14 (JT* JPHI, JPERIJU* JTHEHM, JREX)) 
LIST LIST15 (FOR 0*1 * 1 STEP I UNTIL JIMAX 00 SVC (OXll)J 
LIST LIST16 (JT, JHEX, JPHI* FOR DX1 «• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JIMAX 00 
SVC C O X H ) ; X 
LABEL LI* L2» L10* LIS. L20, L30* L50. L60, L70, L100, Ll05, 
Li 10, Ll 15* L200, L2)0» L220* L235, L2«5, L5000, L5001, L5002* 













































L5003* 15050. L250» L300, L301» L3C2, L303. L304# L350» L400, 
L406. L407* L420, L440» L446* L459* L460, L465> L480# L490, 
L2100, L2l0l» L2102. L2103. L2200, L2210, L221&. L2l04, L2105* 
12000* L2001, LEN0» L M I % 
SWITCH ASSIGN * L406, L407 » * 
SNITCH SWG01 • L20» L30, L60 i X 
SWITCH SWG02 •• L100. L105. LltO) 
SWITCH SWG03 * L5000, L5001. L5002, L5003J 
SWITCH SWG04 «• L301» L302# L303. L304J 
SWITCH SWG05 • L2100. L2102> L2200> L2104) 
SWITCH SWG06 •• L2101, L2103* L2200. L2105J 
Ll» REAO (TAPE7» FL1001, L I S U ) CLENDU 
If CJICHECK • 129) THEN GO TO L2J 
GO TO L2001 f t 
L2« JINTRUP • 0 J X 
JIFLAG •• 0 I X 
J Q U E R Y «• 0 » I 
IF CXPK •• (JIF8LAM)) > 0 THEN GO TO L15J 
IF XPR < 0 THEN GO TO H O I * 
REAO (TAPE7, FL1005. LIST2) I I 
JBETASU • SVBETA [ U t I 
JI *• 2 I t 
00 
BEGIN J8ETASU * J8ETASU • SVBETA CJH 
ENO UNTIL (JI • (JI • 1)) > JIMAXJ 
GO TO L15 » * 
LI 01 SVBETA [1] 4- .00025 ) t 
SVBETA C21 * ,00166 » X 
SVBETA 13) •• .00213 \ X 
SVBETA C4I * .00241 » * 
SVBETA [53 «• .00085 t * 
SVBETA C 63 •• .00025 i * 
J8ETAS0 «• .00755 ) * 
SVFLAM m «• .01246 ) X 
SVFLAM (21 •• .0315 » t 
SVTLAM C3J «• .1535 i % 
SVFLAM 141 • .456 t I 
SVFLAM [5) *• 1.612 J % 
SVFLAM r 6 J •• 14.3 i % 
JIMAX *• 6 I * 
L15» READ (TAPE7, FLl015# LI ST3J J 
JSUM » 0 ; X 
GO TO SHG01 tJNUMOPT] J I 















































BEGIN JSUM • JSUM • SVSETA C J U / (SVFLAM [JI] + JALPHA) 
END UNTIL (JI * (JI • 1)) > JIMAXJ 
JHHU *• JALPHA x (JVITA • JSUM) / (JALPHA x JVITA • 1)J 
JREX • JRHU / (1 - JRHU) \ X 
so ro L50 ; * 
L30I SRASfMPK (JK£X, JALPHA. JIMAX, SVtSETA, SVFLAM, JaETASU, 
JV1TA* JSOURCE) I * 
L50I JI 4- 1 t % 
00 
8EUIN SVCID3T U I ) * SV8ETA IJI] x JPHI x JALPHA * (l + JREX) / ( 
SVFLAM [JI J • JALPHA) 
EMU UNTIL (JI «• (JI • 1)) > JIMAXJ 
SD TO L70 ) i 
L60• READ (TAPE7, FL1060, L I ST a ) i 
JSUM t- SVCI3UT tl) > % 
JI • 2 ; J! 
DO 
BEGIN JSUM » JSUM + SVCIDOT tJI] 
ENU UNTIL (JI * (JI • 1)) > JIMAXJ 
JALPHA •• (J3EX - JSUM / JPHI) / JVITA) 
L70I IF JALPHA • 0.0 THEN GO TU L 7 U 
JPERIOD • 1 / JALPHA J I 
L71I JENOOT 4- JPHI * JALPHA ) X 
JENDQT2 4- JALPHA * JENDOT i % 
WHITE (TAPE6> FL1080) J J! 
WHITE (TAPES, FL10S5, LIST5) J JI 
WHITE (PUNCH, FL30O3. LIST5) ) I 
WRITE (TAPES, FL1090. LIST6) J * 
WHITE (TAPES. FL1095, LIST/1) J * 
GU TO SWG02 CJNUMOPT) ) % 
H O O t WRITE (TAPE6. FL1100) i t 
GO TU LI 15 I I 
L105I WRITE (TAPE6* FL1105) t * 
GO TO L115 i I 
LI 10« WRITE (TAPE6* FL1110) I I 
LI 151 "RITE (TAPE6* F L 1 U 5 » LIST8)> 
L200I HEAD (TAPE7. FL1200. LIST9)J 
JPHIZ • JPHI \ I 
JINTM 4- - JINTHUP I % 
IF CJNUMEXC • JINTHUP • JJC) * 0 THEN GO TO L210J 
IF (JELTATC • JOUEHY • JSTEPK) « 0 THEN GO TO L U 
L2101 IF (XPH 4- (JJC)) » 0 THEN GO TO L220J 













































J JPH IN T «• JJC > * 
12201 If JSTEPK « 0 THEN GO TU L235J 
JREX 4- JREX + JSTEPK > I 
JW f JPHI x JSTEPK J % 
JI • 1 > * 
00 
BEGIN SVCIDOT IJI0 * SVCIOOT t JI3 • SVtfETA [JII x JW 
END UNTIL (JI * (JI + 1)) > JIM4XJ 
JALPHA «• JALPHA • (1 - J 8 E T A S U ) x JSTEPK / JVITAJ 
IF JALPHA « 0.0 THEN GO TO L235J 
J P E H 1 0 D «• 1 / JALPHA I « 
L23S« IF JNUMEXC * 0 THEN GO TU L245J 
IF (XPH v ( J E L T A T C ) ) > 0 THEN GO TO L250) 
IF XPR * 0 THEN GO TO L350 ELSE GO TO Lll 
L205i JNUMREX «• JNUMEXC t % 
GO TO SrfG03 [ J N U M R E X ] > * 
L5U0OI JNREAO • 2 i % 
GO TO L 5 0 5 0 I I 
1 5 0 0 1 : JNREAO «• b I * 
GO TO L 5 0 5 0 ) t 
L5002I JNREAD • 3 i % 
GO TU L 5 0 5 0 I % 
L50031 JNREAO «• 3 i % 
L5050I READ ( T A P E 7 * FL1060» L I S T I O I 
IF CXPK • ( J E L T A T C ) ) « 0 THEN GO TO L300J 
IF XPR < 0 THEN GO TO LI » * 
L230I J8LT *• 0 > * 
JSUMOOT *• 0 t I 
JSL «• JS x JVITA J * 
JTI EST «. JTLAST - ,000b K J E L T A T O 
JT2 •• 0.5 x j£L T A T C ) * 
JR12 «• 0.5 / JELTATC J * 
JRISOR * 1 / JELTATC * 2 I * 
JOELNMl «• JEL T A T C x (JENIlOT - 0.5 x JELTATC » JEND0T2)J 
J 0 E L N M 2 «• JELTATC * (JEVOOT - 1.5 x JELTATC X J E N D 0 T 2 ) ) 
JI • 1 J % 
00 
BEGIN JT2L •• JT2 x SVFLAM [JI] ; $ 
SVTLIM t JI J «• 1 - JT2L I « 
SVTLIP [JIJ * 1 • JT2L \ * 
SVRLTl [JIJ *• 1 / SVILIP C JIJ) 
JSUMDOT •• JSUMOQT • SVCIOOT [JIJ x SVRLTl [Jllf 
SVBLTl [ J | ] «• SVtfETA t Jl 3 x SVRLTl [J11J 
21400 04 i a 











































JBLT «• J8LT • SVBLTI r JI 3 > I 
IHO UNTIL (J I «• (J) * D ) > JIMAXJ 
J8LT2 * 0.5 x J8LT i t 
JBLTvIT «• J 3 L T 2 • JVITA / JELTATCI. 
JCtfLT *• 1 - JBLT I % 
JCclLT2 •• 0.5 « JCBLT f % 
J C 8 L T 3 «• 0.3-33333333333 x JC8LT) 
JDELPHI •• JELTATC * (JEMOUT • J E N Q 0 T 2 x JT21J 
JOELTAT * JELTATC i % 
L300I GO TO SHG04 C J M O M ^ E X ] ) * 
L301I SVPQT til *• SVP CI.] x J O E L T A T ) 
SVPOT C21 *• SVP [21 x JOELTAT i I 
SVPOT [31 * SVPOT [21 x 0 . 5 J * 
GO TO L350 i % 
L302I SVPOT [11 «• (((SVP [4] x JOELTAT • SVP t31) x JOELTAT • 
SVP [2J) x JOELTAT + SVP til) x JDELTATJ 
SVPOT [2] «- ((SVP 14) x tt x JUELTAT + 3 * SVP C3)> x J O E L T A T • 2 
x SVP [2]) x JOELTAT J * 
SVPDT [3] • (SVP t ft 1 x is x JOELTAT » J « S»P [3)1 x J O E L T A T ) 
SVPOT [a] «- SVP C a J x K x J O E L T A T ; 
SVPOT [51 * SVP [51 x JOELTAT t i 
SVPOT [61 • SVP [61 x 2 x J O E L T A T ; 
SVPOT 171 •• SVP [71 x 3 x J O E L T A T ) 
SVPOT Cbl «• SVP [81 * 4 * JOELTATJ 
SVPOT [9) •• SVP [61 x JOELTAT x JOELTATJ 
SVPOT C103 • SVPOT [71 x J D E L T A T ) 
SVPOT (111 • SVPOT [81 x 1.5 * JOELTATJ 
SVPOT t12 J • SVPOT C 10 J x . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 x JOELTATJ 
SVPOT [133 •• SVPOT [111 x . 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 x JOELTATJ 
SVPOT [141 • SVPOT [131 x ,25 x JOELTATJ 
JT1 •• 0 t % 
GO TO L350 J * 
L303I SVPDT [11 • SVP [)) x JOELTATJ 
GO TO L350 I * 
L3041 SVPOT [11 «• 2 x SVP (11 * SIN (SVP [31 x JOELTAT x 0.5)J 
SVPOT [21 • SVP [21 x JOELTAT J * 
SVPDT [31 * SVPDT C21 * 0,5 I i 
SVPOT U ] • SVP [31 x JOELTAT x 0,5) 
L350I WHITE (TAPE6» F L 1 3 5 0 * L I S T U U 
HHITE ( T A P E 6 ' E L 1 3 5 5 , L I S T 1 2 ) ) * 
WRITE (TAPE6> F L 1 3 6 0 ) i * 













































BEGIN JJ * 1 J * 
DU 
BEGIN JA *• JPHJ x JREX - JSUMOOT • JSLJ 
J8 * JPHI x JCBLT2 I * 
SVL [1] * J8LTVIT - JREX x JCBLT?; 
ASVKKTN «• I ; t 
GO TO 5>rt(i05 [JNUMREXJ i * 
L406I A S V K R T N «• ? J * 
JL M I J 
DO 
BEGIN JTHY • JOELK J i 
JOELPHI * (JA + J9 x JTRY) / (SVC ||] - JC8LT3 x JTRY)J 
GO TO SXG06 CJNUM3EX1 i % 
11071 If CABS (JTRY - JOELK) < JEP S I L O ) THEN GO TO L4?0J 
END UNTIL (JL * CJL • 1)) > 1001 
WHITE. CTAP&6/ fL1015» LISI13JJ 
JIfLAG * - 1 J * 
GO TO L465 > % 
L«20« JOELPHI * (JA * JB « JOELK) / (SVC [11 - JCBLT3 x 
JDE L K ) ) I 
J0ELK3N • 0.333333333333 x JOELK x J O E L P H U 
JTHEHM «• JTHERM + (JPHI + JOELPHI * 0,5) * JDELTATJ 
JSUMDOT » 0 I 1 
JX «• JOELK x JPHI • (1 • JREX • 0.666666666666 x J O E L K ) x 
JDELPHI 1 i 
JI «• 1 > % 
DO 
BEGIN SVCIOQT C JI 1 » (SV8ETA [JI] x <jx • SVTLIP C JI3 x 
J 0 E L K 3 N ) • SVCIOOT [JII x SVTL I * [JIJ) x SVRLTI [JI]J 
JSUMOOT «• JSUMOOT • SVCIOOT [JI] x SVRLTI [JI]) 
END UNTIL (JI «• (JI +• 1)) > JIMAX) 
JREX •• JHEX • JOELK ; % 
JPHI • JPHI + JOELPHI t t 
JDELNM2 • JOELNMl I i 
J0ELNM1 * JOELPHI J « 
JENOUT •• ( 3 x JOELNXl - JD E L N M 2 ) x JRT2) 
JEN00T2 * (JuELNMl - JD E L N M 2 ) x JRTSQR) 
JALPHA <• JENOOr / JPHI I 2 
JOELPHI «• 2 x J0FLNM1 - J0ELNM2I 
JT «• JT > JDELTAT ) * 
JT1 *- J r 1 • JOELTAI ! i 













































JIFLAG y - 1 I % 
SO TU L465 I % 
L 4 4 0 : IF ( X P H «• ( JIM T R U P ) ) a 0 THEN GO TO L 4 6 0 J 
IF XPR < 0 THEN GO TO L446 t % 
IF (SVTESTU [JINTRUPJ > JUUERY) T H E N GO TO L459 ELSE GO TO 
L460 ; 1! 
L446I IF (SVTESTO [JINTMJ > JQUERY) THEN GO TO L«60J 
L459I JIFLAG • 1 i X 
GO TO L465 i % 
L460I 
END UNTIL (JJ * (JJ • 1)> > JJPRINTJ 
L465» JPERIOD • 1 / J4LPHA J II 
UNITE (TAPE6* FL1«80> LIST14)) 
JI *• 1 > % 
DO 
BEGIN SVC [JIJ «• C(l + JREX) x SV8ETA [JI] x JPHI - SVCIDOT [ 
JIl) / CJVITA « SVF|.A* [JIJ) 
END UNTIL (JI • (JI • 1)) > JIMAXJ 
WRITE (TAf>£6> FL3001* LIST15)) 
WHITE (PUNCH* Fi.3002» LIST16)J 
IF JIFLAG * 0 THEN GU TO L480) 
ENO UNTIL <JK •• (JK. • 1)) > 1000J 
L480I IF (XPR «• (JIFLAG)) > 0 THEN GO TO L490J 
IF XPR a 0 THEN GO TO L400 I % 
JIFLAG «• 0 t % 
GO TO LI ) * 
L4V0I JIFLAG * 0 I % 
GO TO L200 ; * 
L2100I JDELK1 * SVPOT H I • SVPOT [21 x JPHI I 
L2101 l JOEL*. •• JOELKi + SVPDT [31 x JOELPHI) 
50 TO L2000 i % 
L2102J JDELK1 «- ((SVPDT [41 « JTl + SVPDT [331 x JTl • SVPDT [2] 
) * JTl • SVPOT [ 1 1 1 * 
J0*1 «• ((SVPOT [8] x JTHERM • SVPOT in) x JTHERM • SVPDT [(Si) * 
JTHEKM + SVPOT [53 > % 
JDK2 «• (SVPTT til) x JTHERM • SVPOT H O ] ) * JTHERM + SVPOT [9JJ 
J0K3 • SVPOT [13] x JTHERM + SVPOT [12)J 
L2103I JX • JPHI • 0.5 x JDELPHl; 
JOELK * JDELK1 • JX x C(CJX x SVPDT [14: * J0K3) x jx + JDK?) x 










































SO TO L2000 i * 38200 0730 
L2200I JX • JOELPKI / JPHI > * 38300 Of36 
IF (ASS (JX) < .01) THEN GD TO L2210J 38400 0737 
JX *• SVP C2J * LN (1 • JX) } i 38500 073? 
SO TO L2215 i * 38600 0741 
L2210I JX • JX x (l + JX x (- ,5 • JX « (.3 3333333 3333 - ,2-> x 38700 0743 
JX))) x SVP [21 J * 38800 0745 
L2215I JDELK «• (ASS (SVPDT til) * SIGN (SVP (3) - JT) ) • JX» 38900 0748 
L2104t JDELKl • SVPDT CI) x COS (SVP [31 x JT • SVPoT U ) > • 39000 075« 
SVPOT C2J x ( J P H I - JPHIZ) i t 39100 0757 
121051 JDELK * J O E L M • SVPOT C3) * JOELPHIJ 39200 0759 
L2000I GO TO ASSIGN [ASVKRTNJ ) l 39300 0762 
L 2 0 0 H WRITE (TAPE6, FL1) ) % 39400 0764 
LENOl 39500 0767 
END ) * 39600 0768 
0004 IS 0798 LONG* NEXT SEG 0002 
COMMENT INITIALIZING BLOCK ) * 39700 OO35 
XPrt * H *• K *• 0 t i 39800 OO35 
SENSL C U • FALSE * * 39900 0036 
SENSL [2J «• FALSE ) * 40000 0038 
SENSL [33 * FALSE J * 40100 0039 
SENSL [4) •• FALSE J * 40200 0040 
MAINPRO END. 40300 0041 
I l l 
COMMENT R 0 0 R 0 P t 
BEGIN FILE TAPE6 1 (2, 13) J * 
FILE TAPE? 0 (2. 15) » X 
FILE XXXXXX 2 (2# 15) ; * 
SWITCH FILE FILESW «• XXXXXX, XXXXXX, XXXXXX, XXXXXX, XXXXXX, 
XXXXXX, TAPE6, TAPE7 > 1 
BOOLEAN ARRAY SENSL [0 I Hi, SENS* CO t 63! 
REAL ARRAY SVDC CO I 20), SV8ETA [0 I 20J» SVS CO I 213, SV9SD CO 
I 21' 0 « 203, SVBOD CO I 21» 0 I 2031 
INTEGER JN ; * 
INTEGEH K. ; * 
REAL JPNL J * 
REAL 0, XPR I * 
LABEL FINIS J * 
FORMAT F (///// / -STOP / PAUSE NO, ", I?); 
REAL PROCEDURE INT (ARGl) ) % 
V A L U E A R G l t % 
R E A L A R G l ) % 
INT • SIGN (ARGl) X ENTIER (AB5 (ARGl))) 
RE»L PROCEDURE TANH (ARGl) J * 
V A L U E A R G l \ t 
REAL ARGl \ * 
TANH • <(U «• EXP (ARGl x 2)) - 1) / (0 • t ) J 
REAL PROCEDURE MAX (ARr,l. ARG2) ) t 
VALUE ARGl, ARG2 / J 
REAL ARGl, ARG2 I * 
MAX *• IF ARGl > ARG2 THEN ARGl ELSE ARG2J 
REAL PROCEDURE MIN (ARGl, ARG2) > * 
VALUE ARGl, ARG2 i X 
REAL ARGl, ARG2 > * 
MIN • IF ARGl i ARG2 THEN ARGl ELSE ARG2J 
REAL PROCEDURE DIM (ARGl, ARG2) ) i 
VALUE ARGl, ARG2 ) % 
REAL ARGl, ARGZ I * 
DIM • MAX (ARGl - ARU2, 0) > % 
PROCEOURE ERROR (ARGl ) J * 
V A L U E A R G l i % 
R E A L A R G l ) % 
BEGIN KRITE (TAPE6, F, AKG1) J % 
GO TO FINIS 
E N D ) % 
0000 
100 
C T A D T nr KCPUI'UT *< 
0000 














START OF SEGMENT * 
0003 IS 0013 LONG, NEXT SEG 0002 



























PROCEDURE SRROOTIN (JK) t I 
VALUE JR > 1 
REAL JR * % 
BEGIN INTEGER JNA> JK» JJ, JIT, JIJ 
REAL JHHO* JRHOOFS, JSO. JOEV, JPREOEV, JU» JV, JRHODOT. JDELTAJ 
LABEL L7, H 3 9 . L17» L19. L23* L20. L26, L250. L134J 
JNA •• JN • 1 t % 
JRHQ • JR J I 
SVS [11 • 0 J I 
JK * 2 I % 
DO 
BEGIN SVS CJK] «• - (SVOC [JK] + SVDC [JK - 11) / 2 
ENO UNTIL (JK • CJK • 1)) > JN I % 
SVS [JNA] • - (1 / JPNL • SVDC tJN]) / 2J 
JJ •• 1 J 1 
ou 
BEGIN JIT •• 1 J X 
L7l JRHOOFS *• 0 t % 
JI • 1 > J! 
DU 
BEGIN JSO *• SVS CJJJ • SVDC [JI]J 
SVBSD CJJ. JI] «• SV3ETA [JI] / JSDJ 
SVBOD CJJ, JIJ • SV-)SO [JJ» JI] / JSOJ 
JRHOOFS •• JRHOOFS • SVBSD [JJ. JI 1J 
ENO UNTIL (JI • (JI • 1)) > JN) 
JKHOUFS «• SVS CJJ] * (JPNL • JRHOOFS) / (1 • JPNL * SVS [JJ])J 
JOEV • JRHOOFS - JRHQ J 1 
IF NUT (JIT > 1) THEN GO TO L139J 
IF (XPR *• (JDEV « JPrtEDEV)) • 0 THEN GO TO L134J 
IF XPR < 0 THEN GO TO L139 ) I 
IF NUT CA9S (JOEV) < ASS (JPREOEV)) THEN GO TO 1134) 
LI 391 IF NOT (JIT < 100) THEN GO TO L134I 
JPREDEV • JOEV J % 
JIT • JIT • 1 I I 
JU •• 0 i i 
JV »• o ; * 
JI • l t % 
00 
BEGIN JU f JU « SVBSO CJJ. J D J 
JV «• JV • SVBOD [JJ. JI! 
ENO UNTIL (JI • (JI • 1)) > JNi 






nc crrurur * 
0080 









































) / CI • JPNL « SVS CJJJ) t * 
JOELU «• - JDEV / JRHODOI I % 
IF CJJ i I) THEN GO TO L W I * 
IF CJJ - JN 2 1) THEN 60 TO L20 ELSE QO TO L19J 
L»7« IF (SVS CJJJ • JOELTA • SVOC C D ) > 0 THEN SO TO L250J 
JDELTA • JDELTA / 10 I % 
GU TU L17 > * 
LI 91 IF CSVS CJJJ • JOELTA • SVOC CJJJ) > 0 THEN GO TO L23) 
JOEL IA • JOELTA / 10 I % 
GO TU L19 t % 
L23I IF (• SVOC CJJ - 1J - SVS CJJJ > JOELTA) THEN SO TO L250J 
JDELTA «• JOELTA / 10 J * 
BO TU L23 I t 
L20« IF (SVS CJJ) • JOELTA • 1 / JPNL) > 0 THEN GO TO L26J 
JDELTA «• JOELTA / 10 J % 
SO TU L20 J X 
L26I IF (- SVDC CJNJ - SVS CJJJ > JDELTA) THEN GO TO L250J 
JOELTA * JOELTA / 10 I t 
GU TU L26 I t 
L250I SVS CJJJ • SVS CJJ) • JOELTA) 
SO TU L7 i % 
L134I 
ENO UNTIL (JJ • CJJ • 1)) > JNAJ 
END ) % 
PROCEDURE MAINPRO ) * 
BEGIN INTEGER ARRAY SVIOENT CO I 9JJ 
REAL ARRAY SVC CO I ?0J, SVA CO t i \ ) , SVAA CO I 21)' SVAB CO I 
21J ) * 
INTEGEK 0X1 ) I 
INTEGER JNA# JJJ, JII# JJ, JL ) » 
REAL JTDRQP. JEXK» JPSTART* JEFK, JRH0» JSUMA, JSUMAA, JSUMQ, 
JDELTAT, JDELT* JFRACT, JX» JT> JPK, JPI, JFACToR. JERROR) 
COMMENT THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES ARE REQUIRED! 
SRROOTIN I t 
FOKMAT FL2 (112* R12. 5 / ( 6 K12. 5)). FLl (9 Aft). FL3 C4 R20. 
10)» FL4 C" "» 9 A6 / / " PNL •"» R20. 10, " EXCESS K »"# R20. 
10» " REACTIVITY •", R?0. 10 / / " ORUP TIME •"/ R20. 10, 
" SECONDS, STAHTING FLUX «", R20. 10 / / 
" LAMOUM L.U.- „.-•.,..•... . u i V.U1( / 


























0004 IS 0101 LONG » NEXT SEG 0002 
10/00 0080 
10800 0080 


















" ROOT A(IOEAL) " 
» " A(REAL) AdDEADCORRECTEO" / / (4 E25t 10)). FL21 
(/ " E8UIVALENT OROP". R20. 9. » SECONDS OR". R15. 9, 
" DROP TIMES AFTE* TIME ZERO"). FL9 (/ 
" TIME AFTER DROP REAL FLUX IOEAL FLU" 
» "XCOISPLACED) RELATIVE ERROR")* FL12 (R25. 2* 3 R25. 
10) i t 
LIST LISTl (JN. JPNL. FOR 0X1 • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JN 00 SVBETA COXl 
1> FOR OXi • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JN 00 SV3C CDX1)>) 
LIST LIST2 (FOR 0X1 • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 00 SVIOENT C0X1})J 
LIST LIST3 (JTOROP* JEXK. JPSTART. SVC ttl)l 
LIST LIST4 (FOR 0X1 • 2 STEP 1 UNTIL JN 00 SVC (0X11)1 
LIST LIST5 (FOR 0X1 •• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9 00 SVIOENT ( O X U . JPNL* 
JEXK. JRHO. JTORUP. JPSTART. FOR 0X1 • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JN 00 C 
SVOC (0X1J. SVBETA (DX1]» SVC COXl]] I 
LIST LIST6 (JDELTAT. FOR 0X1 • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JNA 00 (SVS (0X1). 
SVA (0X1), SVAA CDX1). SVAB (0X1)])) 
LIST LIST7 (JDELT# JFRACT) ) * 
LIST LISTS (JT» JPK. JPI, JEKROR)) 
LABEL L20. LI4> L15. LEND > t 
READ (TAPE7, FL2. LISTl) ) t 
L20I READ (TAPE7. FLl. LIST?) CLEND]J 
L14I READ (TAPE7. FL3» LIST3) t % 
IF JTDROP S 0 THEN GO TO L20 > % 
READ (TAPE7. FL3. LIST4) I * 
JEFK • JEXK • I ; I 
JHHO • JEXK / JEFK i I 
MRITE (TAPE* (PAGE)) t I 
WRITE (TAPE6. FL4. LTST5) > » 
SRKOOTIN (JRHO) > t 
JNA • JN • 1 1 X 
JJJ • 1 ) I 
DO 
BEGIN JSUMA • 0 > « 
J S U M A A *• 0 I % 
JSUMO • 0 i I 
JII • 1 J * 
DO 
BEGIN JSUMA •• JSUMA • SVBSO (JJJ. JII)) 
JSUMAA 4- JSUMAA • SVC (JII) x SVOC (JII) / (SVS (JJJ) • SVDC 
(Jill) t I 













































END UNTIL CJII * (JII • J)) > JNJ 
JSUMO «• JSUMO x JEFK / JPNL • U 
SVA IJJJJ • (1 • JSUM* / JPNL) / JSUMDJ 
SVAA [JJJ] v (JPSTART • JSUMAA) / JSUMD 
END UNTIL (JJJ • (JJJ • 1)) > JNAJ 
JDELTAT * LN (SVAA C D / SVA (11) / SVS till 
JJ • 1 i % 
DO 
BEGIN SVAB U J J • SVA IJJ] X EXP (SVS [JJJ X JDELTAT) 
END UNTIL (JJ • (JJ • 1 ) ) > JNAJ 
XRITE (TAPE** FL8* LIST6) » * 
JOELT • JTORUP - JUELTAT J * 
JFKACT * JOELT / JTDRQP > ( 
WRITE (TAPE** FL21* LIST7) * i 
HHllE (TAPES* FL9) * % 
JX «• .01 J t 
L15I JL «• t » I 
DQ 
BEGIN JT 4- JX x JL i S 
JPR • 0 } % 
JPI • 0 J * 
JJ » 1 > I 
DO 
dEGIN JFACTOR * EXP (SVS (JJ) x JT)j 
JPR • JPR • SVAA (JJ] x JFACTORJ 
JPI • JPI • SVAB tJJl x JFACTOR 
END UNTIL (JJ *- (JJ • 1)) > JNAJ 
JERRUR «• (JPR - J«M) / JPR t I 
NRITE (TAPE6* FL12* LISTS) J 1 
END UNTIL (JL » (JL • 1)> > 9 J I 
IF (JX \ 100) THEN GO TO Lift J S 
JX «- JX x 10 | X 
SO TO LIS » * 
LENDi 
E N D i % 
COMMENT INITIALIZING BLOCK I I 
X P R 4- Q 4- K •• 0 * i 
SENS* C1J 4- FALSE i % 
SENS" (21 • FALSE » * 
SENS* (31 *• FALSE ) » 
SENS* (4J 4- FALSE I * 
SENS* [5J 4- FALSE * I 













































SF.NSL C U • FALSE I * 
SENSL C2J • FALSE t % 
SENSL 131 • FALSE I * 
SENSL [41 • FALSE > I 












The purpose of this data reduction procedure for the B-5500 
computer is to process the data and coded information which is collected 
at the reactor before commencing the least squares curve fitting. The 
coded information consists of a test number, multiscaler sequence, and 
multiscaler dwell-time code. This information is manually punched into 
the leader of the paper tape prior to data readout onto the tape from a 
multiscaler. The data which follow the coded information are simply 
the contents of each memory location of the multiscaler, punched seri-
ally. An IBM tape-card printing punch has been provided with a wired-
board program to convert this information into punched cards since the 
B-5500 is not provided with a paper tape input reader. These punched 
cards form a portion of the input to DATARED. The other input required 
is the test number, total number of tapes for which information is being 
processed, a code indicating whether the number of channels from the 
multiscaler was other than 400, the switching time between multiscalers, 
the detection and recording system dead time, the dwell time to be associ-
ated with a special non-standard dwell-time code, and the time after experi-
ment start to be associated with the first piece of data. In addition, if 
the code indicates other than ^00 channels of data, the number of channels 
must be provided. The final input is a reduction factor for each time 
code. This factor tells the procedure how many channels of data to combine 
118 
into a single data point for economy in analysis. This factor gives the 
fine control on total number of data points which must be processed. 
In the program, data are corrected for dead time losses and combined 
with other data points as determined by the reduction factor described above. 
A value of the standard deviation, G, is obtained by taking the square root 
of the corrected counts for the data point. Using the dwell time per chan-
nel, elapsed time prior to the start of the multiscaler being considered, 
and multiscaler switching time, an interval start and stop time are calcu-
lated for each combined data point. The end result consists of one punched 
card per final data point and includes interval start and stop time, total 
counts over the interval, and the standard deviation. 
Procedure DATARED is listed on the following pages. 
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COMMENT 0 A T A R E 0 i 
BEGIN FILE IN TAPE? 0 (2, 15) ) * 
FILE OUT PUNCH 0 (2* 10) > I 
FILE UUT TAPE6 I (2* 15) i % 
COMMENT D A T A R E D I % 
INTEGER I* CHANO, NOTEST, TESTNU, TOTAPE, COOE» FIN, DIG, TCOOE* 
PTAPE, INIT, START, NOTHIN t 1 
INTEGER UB, JMUDE* K t X 
REAL ELAP ; 1 
REAL TCHAN. EXTCH, DEL, SUM* TAU I I 
INTEGER ARRAY REOFACT [0 t 20) I X 
REAL ARRAY SVY CO I 10223, SVSIGMA CO I 1022), SVT CO I 1022), SVU 
CO I 1022), TZERQ CO t 1022) J X 
LABEL LSTART, L30, Ll» L3, L4, L5, L6, U, LB, L9» L10, Lll» Ll2* 
L13, L14» L15, L16, LCHEN, L17, LIB, L19, L41, L43, L45, LEND, 
DUMMr, L181, L1B2, L183, L184 > * 
FORMAT FL3001 (3 II), FLl (RIO. 4, X4, RIO, 4, X4, R U . 6, X4, 
R14. 6 ) , FL2 (R12. 4 ) , FL9 (20 I3)» FL3002 (Xl9, 5 (X4, I6))« 
FL3003 (4 14, 4 R13. 3), FL3004 (15)* FL3005 (/ 
"ERRUR1-QISCREPANCY BETWEEN INPUT TEST NUMBER ANO TEST 
NUMBER ON PAPER TAPE"), FL3006 ( 
"ERRUR2-PAPER TAPE DUES NOT APPEAR TO BE CORRECTLY SEQUENCED"), 
FL3007 (/ "ERR0R3-PAPER TAPE TIME CODE IS INVALID ZERO"), FL3008 ( 
/ "ERR0R4-PAPEH TAPE TIME CODE IS INVALID"), FL5001 (/ 
" T Y SIGMA " ) , FL6001 (/ 
" ", 3 £14. 6) ) * 
LIST LISU (TZERO C D * SVJ CI)» SVY tl), SVSlr.MA III))' 
LIST LIST5 (TESTNO, OIG, TCOOE) J * 
LIST LIST6 (FOR I *• INIT STEP 1 UNTIL FIN 00 SVY CII)J 
LIST LIST7 (NOTEST, TUTAPE, CODE, JMODE, DEL* EXTCM* TAU, SVU CO)) 
I * 
LIST LISTB (CHANO) \ X 
COMMENT REDFACT MUST BE ABLE TU DIVIDE INTO CHANO WITHOUT REMAINDER) 
LIST LIST9 (FOR I «• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 20 00 REOFACT CI 3) J 
LIST LIST41 (SVT CI)» SVY C D * SVSIGMA C D ) ) 
LSTARTl READ (TAPE7. FL3003* LIST7) CLEND1J 
READ (TAPE7* FL9* LIST?) I I 
PTAPE • I ) » 
INIT «• 0 i % 
FIN •• 0 » * 
0000 
100 0000 












































REAO (TAPE/. FL2» ELAP) t * 
IF CUOE « 0 THEN GO TO L30 ELSE GO TO L U 
L30« CHANO • 400 > i 
GO TU L3 M 
Lit HEAD (TAPE7# FL3004. LISTS) t I 
L3I HEAD <TAPE7> FL3001# LIST5) f * 
IF NUTEST « TESTNU THEN GO TU L5 ELSE GO TO W 
L4I KRITE (TAP£6> FL3005) f % 
GO TU LEND \ i 
L5I IF OIG • PTAPE THEN GO TO L7 ELSE GO TO L4J 
LSI WHITE (TAPE6* FL3006) I I 
GO TU LEND i % 
LTl IF TCOOE • 0 THEN CO TO L8 ELSE GO TU 191 
L8I HKITE (TAPE6# FL3007) J S 
GO TO LENO I * 
L9I IF TCOOE • 1 THEN GO TO LtO ELSE 60 ID LIU 
LlOl TCHAN «• 0.01 J * 
GO TU LCHEN ) I 
LI 1 * IF ICOOE • 2 THEN GO TO L12 ELSE GO TO L13J 
L12I TCHAN • 0.1 ) 1 
GO TU LCHEN I I 
L13» IF TCOOE « 3 THEN GO TO Ll« ELSE GO TO L15J 
L14l TCHAN 4- 1,0 J * 
GO TO LCHEN ; I 
L15I IF TCOOE • 4 THEN GU TU L16 ELSE GO TO L17J 
L16I TCHAN «• 10.0 i X 
GO TU LCHEN J I 
Ll/l IF TCOOE • 5 THEN GU TO LIB ELSE GO TO L181J 
L18i TCHAN *• 100.00 » * 
GO TU LCHEN I * 
L18H IF TCOOE • 6 THEN GO TO L182 ELSE GO TO L183J 
H 8 2 « TCHAN «• 1100.0 I % 
GO TU LCHEN > 1 
Lt 831 IF TCOOE • T THEN GO TO L184 ELSE GO TO L19J 
L184I TCHAN * EXTCH f * 
GO TU LCHEN J * 
Lt91 WRITE (T4P£6# FL3008) ; 1 
GO TO LENO } i 
LCHENI INIT * FIN • 1 » » 
START • INIT ) * 
FIN • INIT • CHANO • I J I 
REAO (TAPE7* FL3002» LIS16) f t 













































FIN • INIT • CHANO / REDFACT tTCODE] - II 
00 
BEGIN SVU CI 3 * ELAP • (I - START • 1 ) x REDFACT tTCQOEJ x TCHANJ 
XIZHO CIJ «• SVU C T J • KEOFACT [TCUDE3 * TCHAN) 
SUM ir 0 i % 
FOK K «• INIT STEP 1 UNTIL (INIT • REOFACT CTC0DE1 - 1) 00 
3EGIN SUM •• SUM • SVY CKJ / (1 - (SVY CKJ / TCHAN) x TAU) 
END ; % 
SVY Hi 4- SUM t t 
SVSIGMA [I) • SORT (SVr CI3) f % 
INIT «• INIT • HEDFACT ITCODEJ * « 
ENO UNTIL (I • (I + 1)) > FIN ) J 
FOR I » START STEP I UNTIL TIN DO 
BEGIN WRITE (TAPE6* FLt> LISTI) I % 
rfRITE (PUNCH* FL1» LISTU 
E N O i % 
IF PIAPE « TOTAPE THEN SU TO L«5 ELSE GO TO l*\t 
L41» PTAPE • PTAPE • 1 J I 
ELAP * ELAP • CHANO x TCHftN • DEL) 
L43I GO TU LI » * 
L»5l HEAO (TAPE?* FL3004. NOTHIN) [LENDJJ 



























VARIABLE METRIC MINIMIZATION WITH INTEGRAL FUNCTION PROCEDURE 
33 Variable Metric Minimization is a method for determining numerically 
the local minima of differentiable functions of several variables. In the 
process of determining these minima, there is generated a matrix which char-
acterizes the behavior of the function about the minimum. 
Variable Metric Minimization was originally coded in FORTRAN at the 
Argonne National Laboratory and subsequently translated into ALGOL at 
Georgia Tech for the B-5500 computer. It is a general purpose method in 
that any differentiable function may be minimized. A separate procedure 
must be provided in which the value of the particular function and its 
derivatives with respect to each variable are evaluated at a given trial 
point. In the method employed in this work, weighted least squares was 
the goodness-of-fit criterion used. Thus, an expression was developed 
which incorporated this method of curve fitting into the required function 
to be minimized. The Variable Metric Method is explained in detail in Ref^ 
erence 33; only the special integral function procedure will be described 
herein. 
If flux decay data were taken by means of instantaneous samplings 
at progressively longer times after shutdown, then an appropriate weighted 
least squares function to be minimized would be 
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(6) 
where B = number of data points 
M = number of delayed neutron groups 
y. = experimentally observed neutron count at the j time, t. 
J J 
a. = standard deviation of j data point (the weighting factor) 
J 
t. = time associated with the j data point 
J 
a.' = group abundance term, initial count rate attributable to i group 
A..' = group decay constant uncorrected for sub-critical multiplication 
In fact, since the data are not observed instantaneously, but over 
an interval, At . , starting at t., the function which in practice must be 
J o 
minimized is 
t,+At. . ,. 
M n J J -X±t 
y - Z / a' e dt 2 
B / J i-lJ, \ 
F= - 2 Li , 
When the integration is performed, the result is 
B / j i=-i h 
M a,' -\'t, -A.,'(t,+At.) 
2 y. - £ ^ [ e X J - e x J J ] 
F = T. 
J-l I °J 
12k 
and the gradient vector is obtained from 
dF B 
7= Z - 2 
i j = l 
y. 
i=l \ i j J 
X 
and 







Z - 2 
i j = l 
M a." / -A/t. -\.'(t.+At .)> -i 
y. - Z V-T e u - e u 








-A.. At. -A.. At. 
At e X J+ (e
 X J- l)(t + £ ) 
L ; J 
Thus, each time the main Variable Metric Minimization Program calls 
this Integral Function Procedure, it passes to it the one-dimensional array 
representing the present estimate of the parameters a." and A..' and receives 
back the value of the least squares function calculated using those esti-
mates, plus the one-dimensional array representing the gradient vector at 
the point defined by the parameter estimates. This gradient vector is then 
used by the main program in conjunction with the error matrix, which carries 
the most current information on the uncertainty of the present parameter 
estimates, to obtain a correction value which may be added to the parameters 
before their next trial. This iteration procedure continues until the pre-
dicted improvement for the next cycle is less than an input-specified con-
125 
vergence criterion. 
As a final check on the accuracy of the minimization process, a se-
lected number of steps in a random direction away from the position of the 
minimum may be taken. Each time a step is taken, a new minimum is searched 
for. In this process, refinement of the error matrix representing the un-
certainty of the final parameters is also accomplished. It has also been 
32 
suggested by Cohn that the final refinement of the error matrix may be 
facilitated by redefining the variables in the fitting problem in such a 
manner that the terms in the error matrix are of the same order of magnitude. 
This can be accomplished by modifying the VMM program to represent the a.". 
and A..' terms as the product of new variables, q. and r., and the best fit 
parameters previously obtained. This is equivalent to fixing the best fit 
parameters already obtained, defining new variables, q. and r. which have 
initial values of 1.0, and making a number of random steps in which the a. 
and A.' of Equation 6 are represented as q.a.' and r.A.. respectively. The 
final error estimates are then the product of the fixed parameters, a.' and 
\[, and the error estimates for the parameters q. and r.. 
The ALGOL version of Variable Metric Minimization incorporating the 
Integral Function Procedure, FCN, is listed on the following pages. 
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COMMENT V A R I A B L E M E T R I C 
BEGIN FILE QUI PUNCH 0 ( 2 . 10)1 
M I N I M I Z A T I O N ! 
FILE TAPE6 1 (2. 15) t 1 
FILE TAPE7 0 (2, 15) i X 
BOOLEAN ARRAY SENSL CO I 01 J X 
BOOLEAN ARRAY SENSM [0 I 61 I t 
REAL 0. XPR i X 
INTEGER K ) X 
REAL ARRAY SVH 10 I 40. 0 I 401. SVX tO » 401. SV5 GO I 401. SVS [ 
0 I 401. SVXP [0 I 401. SVRP [0 > 401. SVT [0 I 1022). SVQB CO I 
401. SVU CO I 10221. SVC CO I 10. 0 I 401. SVCTEM [0 t 401. TZERO C 
0 I 10221 i X 
REAL ARRAY SVY [0 I 10221. SVSIGMA CO I 10221. SVYCALC CO » 10221. 
SVOF CO I 10221 ) % 
REAL ARRAY SVA CO I 38. 0 I 3951 I X 
INTEGER JL. JIT. JN. JM, JM1. JMS. JK, JMUDE. JMM, JBl 
INTEGER I. J J X 
REAL JGS. JE» JF. JEC» JSL« JFP. JGSP. JFB. JDELTA. JTO, JGSB. JA, 
JO. JGSS' JP. JRANU. JFO. JGTT. JGTP, TAU. ELAPJ 
LA8EL LI > X 
REAL PROCEDURE FNDEXP (JX) J X 
VALUE JX J X 
REAL JX ; X 
BEGIN REAL JOEXP » X 
LABEL DUMMY. LI. LA' L3 i X 
IF (ABS (JX) S 0,1) THEN GO TO LI) 
JOEXP * - 1 » t 
IF (JX • 25,0) > 0 THEN GO TO L4 ELSE GO TO DUMMY) 
Ll» JOEXP «• (1 * JX x (.5 t JX x (.16666666667 • JX x ( 
,41666666679-1 t J« « (.833333333339-2 • JX x (.138BBB888889-2 • 
JX x ,19841269849-3)))))) x JX JX 
GO TO DUMMY } X 
L4I JDEXP «• JOEXP • EXP (JX) } X 
L3> GO TO DUMMY i X 
DUMMY! FNDEXP «• JOEXP 
END ; X 
REAL PROCEDURE INT (ARG1) J X 
VALUE ARGl ) X 
REAL ARGl I X 
BEGIN INT * (SIGN (ARGl) x ENTIER (ABS (ARGl))) 
0000 
100 0000 










































ENO ; * 
REAL PROCEDURE MAX (ARG1, ARG2) t i 
VALUE ARlil, ARG2 J t 
REAL AKG1, ARG2 J % 
BEGIN MA* • (IF ARG1 2 ARr,2 THEN AKG1 ELSE AR52) 
ENO ) * 
REAL PROCEDURE KIN (A«G1» ARG2) I i 
VALUE ARGl* ARG2 I I 
REAL ARG1, ARG2 * * 
BEGIN MIN «• (IF ARG1 S AR52 THEN AKG1 ELSE ARS2) 
END I % 
PROCEDURE SRMATMPY (JM, JN» SVH, SVG» SVS)J 
INTEGER JM, JN ) * 
REAL ARRAY SVH CO* 0J» SVG [01, SVS C0]J 
BEGIN INTEGER JI# JJ i % 
LAUEL DUMMY t * 
JI «• 1 I % 
DO 
BEGIN SVS CJI] • 0 f % 
JJ * 1 ) % 
L>a 
HEGIN SVS [JI1 • SVH [JI» JJJ « SVG (JJ] + SVS CJM 
END UNTIL CJJ * CJJ • 1)) > JN 
END UNTIL (JI * (Jl • 1)) > JM J * 
GU TO DUMMY I t 
OUMMYI 
ENO t t 
PROCEOURE SRFCN (JM, SVG» JF» SVX, JHDI 
INTEGER JM, JMi i t 
REAL JF f * 
REAL ARRAY SVG CO], SVX [ 0 J J » 
BEGIN INTEGER DX1 ) * 
INTEGER JI» JO' JL» JO i % 
REAL JT1, JT2, JCHISQ, JCHI, TTAU, TEX1, XOT, DLTJ 
REAL FX i % 
FORMAT FL2000 (2 16), FL3000 (6 (F8, 1» XA))» FL4000 (/ " T»"» 8 
E14. 6 / (/ " "» 8 E H . 6)), FL1 (RIO, 4, X4, RIO. 4, X4, R15. 
9, XA, RIO, 4 ) , FL2 (2 14), FL5000 (/ 
Tl 















































» " CHI SUM CHISO"), FL700Q t/ " DECAY CONSTANT", 14, 
" NEGATIVE, SET EOUAL Til ZERO"), FLAOOO (/ « ", 7 E14. 6)< 
LIST LIST1 <r*ERO tIJ. SVU til* SVY Hi, SVSIQMA [I))t 
LIST LIST3 (FOR DX1 «• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JM DO SVX t OX 1 J 31 
LIST L1ST4 (TZERU IJI3, SVU t JI J» SVY [JIJ, SVSIGMA [JJ], 
SVYCALC [JIJ, JCHI» JCHISU) ) t 
LIST LIST7 (JO) ; X 
LABEL DUMMY, L8, H O , L190, L220, L250, L260, L290J 
LABEL L12 ) X 
SWITCH SWGOl * L220, L8 J * 
SWITCH SKGO? * L260, L290 f % 
IF TIME (2) - J > 36000 THEN 
BEGIN J «• TIME (2) J X 
BREAK > t 
END ) * 
IF (XPK *• CJMl - 2 ) ) > o THEN GO TO LH50J 
IF XPR « 0 THEN GO TO L10 ELSE GO TO L190J 
181 JMM • JM OIV 2 i X 
L10I JL 4- 0 J X 
DO 
BEGIN TTAU «• SVU t JL • 13 J % 
DLT * TTAU - TZEXO [JL • J 3 J % 
SVYCALC CJL + 1 3 * 0 J * 
jy H I i 
DO 
BEGIN IF (SVX [? x JU] i l.ON-15) THEN 
BEGIN IF JL » 0 THEN 
BEGIN SVX [2 x JU] «• 0 f % 
WRITE CTAPE6, F|./000» LIST/) 
END t I 
SVYCALC [JL * 1 3 4- SVYCALC [JL • 13 • DLT * SVX [2 x JO -
13 1 I 
SVA [? x JQ - l, JL • 11 • OLTJ 
SVA [2 x jg, JL • 1 I «• - TZEHf) C JL • ll » DLT) 
GO TO L12 i I 
END ; X 
TEX1 «• EXP (- SVX I? x JU] x TZFRO [ JL • 13)J 
XOT «• SVX [2 x JO) x DLT J % 
FX •• FNOEXP (- XOTJ J X 
JT1 * - FX x TEX1 ; < 
JT2 #• JT1 / SVX t2 x JO) J I 















































SVA [2 x JU - 1, JL + 1J •• JT2) 
SVA [2 x JU, JL + 1] • SVX C2 x JO - U x (T£X1 / SVX 12 * 
J03) x COLT x (fx + to • FX x CTZERO [JL * 1J • 1 / SVX [2 * 
JQJ)) / * 
L12I 
END UNTIL (JO «• CJQ • 1)) > JMM 
ENO UNTIL CJL * (JL • 1)) > (JB - 1)J 
JF • 0 I % 
JI •• 1 t I 
DO 
BEGIN SVOF (JI) * SVY [JI] • SVYCALC [Jill 
JF «• JF • (SVOF [JI] / SVSIGMA C JI 3 > * 2 
END UNTIL ( JI • (JI + 1)) > JB I * 
JJ • i ; * 
oa 
B E G I N S VG t J J ] *• 0 > % 
JI • 1 I % 
JU 
UEGIN SVG tJJJ «• SVG CJJI + (5V0F (JI) / SVSIGMA [JM • 2) « 
SVA [JJ, JI] 
END UNTIL (JI • CJI • 10) > JB) 
SVG C JJ] • - 2 x SVG [JJ] 
END UNTIL (JJ •• (JJ * 1)) > JM i % 
GO TO DUMMY ; * 
L190J HEAD CTAPE7, FL2» JB, JMUOE)) 
FOK I «• 1 STEP I UNTIL JB 00 KEAO CTAPE7, Flit LISTl)) 
CLOSE CTAPE7, RELEASE) > I 
GO TU SHGOl [JMOOEJ ) * 
L220I JI • ? M 
00 
BEGIN SVX [JI] • 0.69314718 / SVX [JI] 
END UNTIL (JI • CJI • 2)3 > JM ) I 
GO TO L8 I I 
12501 GO TO SNG02 CJMOOEI > * 
L260I JI «• 2 f % 
DO 
BEGIN SVX [JI] «• 0.69314718 / SVX [JU 
END UNTIL CJI «• CJI + 2)) > JM J * 
WRITE (TAPES, FL4000, LIST3) ) * 
L290l WRITE CTAPE6, FL5000) ) I 
JCHISO •• 0 J * 














































9EGIN JCHI * SVDF (JI3 / SVSIGMA [JI3J 
JCHISU • JCHIS8 • JCHI * 2 i % 
WRITE CTAPE6> FL6000> LIST43 
ENO UNTIL (JI • CJI • 13) > J8 t % 
GO TO DUMMY J I 
DUMMYI 
ENO > % 
PROCEDURE SRREAOY I I 
BEGIN HEAL ARRAY SVOGS [0 I 13< SVUGSP [0 I 13) 
INTEG E R JI t I 
REAL JTPl I t 
COMMENT THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES ARE RE8UIRE0I 
SRMATMPY, SRFCN ) % 
FOHMAT FL1 C/ " UN0ERSH0T"3 J * 
LABEL OUMMY, L 2 0 0 , L ? 0 1 . L223» L 2 2 7 . L229) 
SWITCH SWGOl •• L200* L201 t % 
GO TO SWGOl [JL3 i % 
L200I JIT *• 1 i % 
L201» SHMATMPY (JN» JN# SVH» SV6> SVS)J 
JI «• 1 i % 
00 
3EGIN SVS [ JI } «- - SVS C JI1 
ENU U N U L <JI * C JI » D ) > JN I I 
JM * 1 ; I 
SVUGS 11) M ) < 
JI • 1 I % 
00 
9EGIN SVtiGS CIJ «• SVOGS C13 • SVS [JI] * SVS C JI 3 
END UNI IL (JI • (JI + 1)3 > JM I * 
JGS * SVQGS 113 ) t 
IF (JGS • JE3 i 0 THEN GO TO L227J 
JTPl «• - 2 « (JF / JGS) ) I 
JEL «• MIN (2» JT P l ) ; * 
JSL •• - JGS i * 
JI «• 1 J JI 
00 
3EGIN SVXP r JIJ * SVX [JI] + JEL x SVS [JI] 
ENO UNI IL (JI * (JI • 1>) > JN I i 
JMl * 2 J * 
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17300 0072 
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J M «• 1 J % 
SVUGSP c n * o i % 
j i * I > * 
DO 
9EGIN StfOGSP [1] «• SV8GSP C U • SVS [JI] « SVGP [JIl 
END UNTIL C JI »• (JI • I)) > JN ; I 
JGSP • SVOGSP CI] I t 
IF JGSP i 0 THEN GO TO L229 > * 
IF (JFP I JF) THEN GO TO L229 J X 
WRITE (TAPE*' FLl) i t 
JFd «• JFP J * 
Jl *• \ I t 
DO 
BEGIN SVGS [ JI ] «• SVGP [JIl > * 
S V/ T C JI ] •• SVXP [ JI] 
END UNTIL ( JI «• C JI + 1 >) > JN ) i 
IF CJEL i 2) THEN GO TU L223 J * 
JL > 3 I I 
GO TO DUMMY t % 
L223« JOELTA «- 2 x JOELTA ) i 
JTU * 1 / JSL I i 
JL «• 2 » * 
GO TO UUMMY J X 
L227I JL • 1 J SB 
GO TO DUMMY ) X 
L229J JL f U I 
GO TO UUMMY i * 
DUMMY! 
END i t 
P R O C E D U R E SRAjM } % 
BEGIN HEAL ARRAY SVBGTp CO « i)» SVOGTT CO t \\\ 
I N T E G E R JI \ % 
REAL JZ» JTI» JTP1 t t 
COMMENT THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES ARE REflUIREQl 
SRMATMPY, SRFCN ; * 
FORMAT FL1 (/ " R I C O C H E T " ) i t 
LABEL DUMMY, L312> L317» L335 I < 
JZ • JGS • JGSP + 3 x (JF - JFP) / J E D 






























0007 IS 0052 LONG* NEXT SEG 0002 
23400 0072 
235O0 0072 






START OF SEGMENT * ********* 0010 





JTI «• JGSP / JZ J * 
JO * SORT <1 - JTO x J T I ) ; i 
JO «• ABS (JO x JZ) t % 
JA * (JGSP • JO - JZ) / (JGSP - JGS • 2 x JO)J 
JTU • (JEL x (JGSP • JZ • 2 x J Q ) x JA * 2) / 3J 
JFU «• JFP - JTO ) * 
SHMATMHY (JN> JN, SVH, SVGP, SVT)J 
JTP1 4- JGSP / JSL > * 
JI •• i ; * 
DO 
dEGIN SVT [JI] • - SVT (JI) • JTH1 x SVS C JT 3 
END UNTIL (JI » (JI + 1)) > JN I % 
JM * 1 J % 
SVUGTP t \ l <• 0 I t 
JI «• 1 i % 
DO 
BEGIN SVOGTP (13 * SVQGTP (1) • SVT [JIT * SVGP [JI] 
ENU UNTIL C JI * (JI + 1>) > JN J I 
JG1P «• SVOGTP [ 1 J J % 
IF (2 x JTU + JGTP) < 0 THEN GO TO L317J 
L3121 JTP1 * 1 - JA J * 
JI • 1 i % 
00 
9EGIN SVT [JI] • JA x SVX CJIJ • JTP1 x SVXP |J|] 
ENO UNTIL (JI «• (JI • t)) > JN i % 
JL * I > * 
30 TO OUMMY J t 
L 3171 IF (JF • JGTP / Z) < 0 THEN GO TO L31?) 
JI • 1 ) I 
DO 
BEGIN SVT U I J • SVT [ J [] + SVXP W I 1 
END UNTIL (JI • (JI + 1)) > JN J t 
JH1 f 2 T I 
SRFCN (JN» SVGS# JFB, SVT. JM1)J 
IF (JFB 2 JFO) THEN GO TO L312 i * 
KRITE (TAPE6. F L U t % 
JI «• 1 > I 
DO 
BEGIN SVS [JI] * SVT CJIJ - SVXP tJI 3 
ENO UNTIL (JI *• (JI • 1)) > JN ) % 
JM «• 1 J % 
SVUGTT [11 • 0 I t 















































BEGIN SVOGTT CJJ * SVOGTT CI] • SVS CJ1) x SVGB CJI1 
END UNTIL C.JI «• (JI • 1 ) ) > JN J J; 
JGTT * SVOGTT C M i I 
J G U * JGTT • JGTP J li 
IF JGTT < 0 THEN GO TO i.335 J I! 
JGSS * JGTT J i 
JSL * - JGTP » * 
JEL •• 1 > * 
Jt «• 2 ) % 
GO TO UUMMY J % 
L335» JL «• 3 J * 
GO TO DUMMY ) % 
OUMMYl 
E^O i * 
PROCfcDURE SRFIRE i % 
BEGIN REAL ARRAY SVQGSB CO I 1J t t 
INTEGER JI I % 
REAL JTP1, JTP2 » * 
COMMENT THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES ARE REOUIREQI 
SRFCN t t 
FORMAT FL1 (/ " MOVE LEFT")* FL2 (/ " MOVE RIGHT")) 
LABEL DUMMY, L*13> L418, L426* L428J 
J H U 2 ) I 
SRFCN (JN. SVG8> JFB. SVT. J M 1 ) | 
JM * 1 J % 
SVOGSB [1] » 9 M 
JI * 1 i t 
DO 
BEGIN SVQGSB [11 «• SV0GS8 I D • SVS [JI] x SVGB ( J H 
END UNTIL (JI *• C JI + 1)) > JN ) % 
JGS8 • SVOGSB CI] ) % 
JTP1 * MIN (JF» JFP) / * 
IF (JTPJ < JFB - JE) THEN GO TO L41BJ 
JTP1 • JA / CI - JA) ) * 
JTP2 «• (1 - JA) / JA J * 
JTU «• JGSB x (JTP1 - JTP2) J X 
IF (ABS CJTO) < JO) THE* GO TO L413J 
JGSS «• 2 x JO > » 
JL «• 1 J « 















0009 IS 0098 LONG* NEXT SEG 0002 
30200 007? 
30300 
C T A Q T nr srnuruT * 
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L«131 JGSS «• JIO • 2 x JO ; X 
JI * 1 \ % 
DO 
BEGIN SVG CJIJ 4- (SVr.B t JI 3 - SVG C JI J) x JTP1 •• (SVGP t JI) 
SVGB CJI)> * JTP2 
END UNTIL CJI * CJI + 1)) > JN ) % 
JL » 2 ) * 
GO TO DUMMY » X 
Lftittl IF CJF i JFP) THEN GO TU L428J 
WRITE CTAPE6/ FLl) > % 
JEL • CI - JA) » JEL M 
JFP «• JFB t i 
JGSP «• JGSB i i 
JI «• 1 i % 
DO 
BEGIN SVXP CJI) «• SVT CJI) » X 
SVGP [JI1 * SVG8 CJIJ 
ENU UNTIL CJI • CJI • 1)) > JN t I 
L426I JL «• 3 I X 
GO TO DUMMY i X 
L428I WRITE CTAPE6» FL2) J X 
JEL • JEL « JA i % 
JF «• JFB t * 
JGS 4- JGSB I X 
JI * 1 » X 
DO 
BEGIN SVX CJI) • SVT CJI ) I X 
SVG CJI) «- SVGB CJI) 
END UNTIL (JI *• CJI • 1 ) ) > JN J X 
GO TO L426 I X 
DUMMYi 
END > X 
PROCEDURE SRDRESS J X 
BEGIN REAL ARRAY SVOCO CO t 1) I X 
INTEGER 0X1 > X 
INTEGER JI# JJ t % 
REAL JTPl » X 
COMMENT THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES ARE RE8UIRE0I 
SRMATMPY > X 

































0011 IS 0071 LONG » NEXT SEG 00n2 
36000 0072 
36100 0072 







START OF SEGMENT ********** 00i4 
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» El«. 6 ) * FL2 (/ " X»", 8 E14. 6 / (/ " " . 8 El». 6 ) ) , FL3 (/ 
" DELTA«", E14. 6 ) , FL4 ( / " • - - - - - - - - - » ) , FL5 (/ 
" CO L I N E A R " ) , FL6 (/ " O V E R F L O W ) . FL7 (/ " ERROR M A T R I X " ) , TLB < 
/ " ", 8 E U i 6 / ( / " " , 8 £14, 6))» FL9 (/ " F«"» El 4. 6 ) , 
FLIO (/ " G»", 8 £14. 6 / (/ " ", 8 £14, 6))» FL11 (6 E12. 4)J 
LIST L1ST1 (JIT* JMS, JF, JGS) ) I 
LIST LIST2 (FOR 0X1 •• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JN 00 SVX [DX1])J 
LIST LIST3 (JOELTA) J * 
LIST LIST4 (FOR 0X1 «• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JN DO SVH {DXl, JI])J 
LIST LIST5 (JF) i * 
LIST L1ST6 (FOR 0X1 «• I STEP 1 UNTIL JN 00 SVG [ D X 1 D J 
LIST LIST7 (FOR DXl * JI STEP 1 UNTIL JN 00 SVH (DXl, JI))J 
LIST LISTS (JOELTA, JE» JP) t * 
LAdEL DUMMY, L500, L51", L519, L517, L524, L525, L543) 
SWITCH SWG01 * L500, L525, L519, L51CJ 
GO TO bWGOl CJLJ J % 
L500I SHMATMPY (JN, JN» SVH, SVG, SVX)) 
JM •• 1 i I 
SVUTO til * 0 J * 
JI «• 1 J % 
00 
BEGIN SVQTO C I 3 •• SVOTO til + SVX [JI] * SVf, [JIJ 
END UN1IL CJI • (JI • 1)) > JN J % 
JTU * SVQTO (1 1 } t 
JTiM * JSL - JGSS * 2 / JTU - JE) 
IF JTP1 < 0 THEN GO TO L524 » * 
JI * 1 t % 
DO 
8EGIN JJ • 1 I % 
00 
BEGIN SVH (JJ, JIJ • SVH (JJ, JI3 - SVX (JIJ « SVX [JJ) / JTO 
END UNTIL (JJ * (JJ • 1)) > JN 
END UN1IL (JI • (JI • 1)) > JN I I 
JOELTA * JOELTA * (JEL x JGSS / JTU)J 
JTU *• JEL / JGSS t % 
L510I JI «- 1 ) * 
00 
3EGIN JJ «• 1 I * 
DO 
dEGIN SVH (JJ, JIJ • SVH (JJ, J M • JTO x SVS t JI 1 * SVS [JJ] 
END UNTIL (JJ • (JJ • 1)) > JN 
END UNTIL CJI •• (JI • 1)) > JN I * 














































JI «• 1 > I 
00 
BEGIN SVG t JI 3 «- SVGB (JI} I X 
SVX CJI1 * SVT [ J H 
ENO UNTIL (JI • (JI • I)) > JH I « 
WRITE (TAPE6* FL1* LIST1) I X 
IF NOT SENSW [1] THEN GO TO L517J 
WRITE (TAPE6* FL2* LIST2) I * 
WRITE (TAPES* FL3* LIST3) f % 
L517I WRITE (TAPE6* FL4) J » 
JII * JIT • I # * 
JL > I I I 
GO TO OUHHY > * 
L524I WRITE (TAPE6* FL5) I X 
L525I JTPl + JEL x JSC / JGSS ) I 
JDELTA • JOELTA x JTPl t X 
JTU •• (JTPl - 1) / JSL I * 
GO TO L510 t X 
WRITE (TAPE6* FL6) > X 
WRITE (TAPE6* FIT) i X 
JI • 1 t % 
00 
BEGIN WRITE (TAPE6* FLB, LIST4) 
ENO UNTIL (JI • (JI • D ) > JN I I 
WRITE (TAPE6* FL9» LIST5) I % 
WRITE (TAPE6* FL2* LIST2) I X 
WHITE (TAPES* FL10. LISTS) I t 
IF NOT SENSW 12} THEN GO TO 15*1) 
WRITE (PUNCH* F L U * LIST2) I I 
JI • 1 I % 
DO 
BEGIN WRITE (PUNCH* F L U * LIST7) 
ENO UNTIL (JI • (JI • 1>> > JN I I 
WRITE (PUNCH* F L U * LIST8) I * 
L543I JL •• 2 J t 
GO TO OUMHY t * 
DUMMY! 
ENO i X 
PROCEDURE SRRANO (JRANO) I X 
REAL JRANU I t 
BEGIN REAL JARG2 > X 











































START OF SEGMENT **»***#«** OOl5 
45200 0000 
137 
JAKG2 • 5861 x 5S81 ; I 
JRAND •• 31 * UJRANO) MOD (JAHG2))) 
COMMENT THE RANDOM NUMBER HAS SOME VALUE BETWEEN ZERO AND 5681 SOUAR 
ED t i 
COMMENT MINUS 1. THIS IS LEHMERS PROCEDURE* REF TODO PAGE 181J 
GO TO DUMMY > t 
DUMMYl 
END > I 
PROCEDURE SRSTUFF ) 1 
BEGIN REAL ARRAY SVOTPl (0 I 1] J i 
INTEGER JI J I 
REAL JDIV, JTP1 ) I 
COMMENT THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES ARE REOUIREOI 
SRRAND* SRMATMPY J % 
FONMAT FL1 t/ " RANDOM STEP "» 14* " QS«"» E H , 6)1 
LIST LIST1 (JMS* JGS) ) S 
LABEL DUMMY, L617 i I 
JK «• JK - 1 I I 
IF JK < 0 THEN GO TO L617 I % 
JMS • JMS • 1 / 1 
WRITE (TAPE6* FL1* LlSTl) I I 
JRANQ * 1 ; * 
JI «• 1 ) 1 
DO 
BEGIN SRRAND (JRANO) i I 
JOIV • (5881 x 5881) - 1 ) 1 
SVT t J H • (JRANU / JOIV) - 0,5 
END UNTIL (JI «- (JI • 1)) > JN ) I 
SRMATMPY (JN* JN* SVM* SVT* SVS)) 
JM • 1 J I 
SVOTPl tl) » 0 ) I 
JI «• 1 ) I 
DO 
BEGIN SVOTPl (1J • SVOTPl tl) • SVS t JI 3 x SVT t JI 1 
END UNTIL (JI * (JI • 1)) > JN ) I 
JTP1 «• SVOTPl tl] ) % 
JTP1 • SORT (JTP1) ) X 
JP • SORT (JF / 5) J t 
JEL «• JP / JTP1 ) t 










0015 IS 0007 LONG* NEXT SEG 0002 
46100 0072 
46200 
( T I B T nr ^rrurur *. 
0072 






START OF SEGMENT *< 0017 




























BEGIN SVX C JI 1 «• SVX C JI 1 • JEL * SVS [JI] 
END UNTIL (JI • (JI • D ) > Jit M 
JM1 * 2 \ % 
JL • 1 * • 
SO TO DUMMY J I 
L617I JL • 2 > * 
JMS • 0 i % 
SO TO DUMMY I i 
DUMMY! 
ENO I a 
PROCEDURE MAINPRO I S 
BEGIN INTEGER DX1 t I 
IN1EGEK JNC, JI, JJ, JJt i I 
REAL JFAC, TO, Tl, PROC, INOUT > I 
COMMENT THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES ARE REQUIRED! 
SRFCN, SRREADY, SRAIM, SKFIRE, SRDRESS, SRSTUFFJ 
FORMAT FL1 ( 
" IDENTIFICATION TITLE 
, " ">, FL2 (3 16, F6. 1 ) , FL3 (6 E12. » ) , FL5 ( 
" VARIABLE METRIC MINIMIZATION"), FL6 1/ " M«"» 12, " K«", 12, 
" E«", E14, 6, " P»"» E14. 6, » DELTA"", E1A, 6 ) , FL7 (/ 
" X«", 8 £14. 6 / (/ " ", 8 E14, 6)), FL8 (/ " H " ) , FL9 (/ " " 
» 8 E14, 6 / { / " " , 8 E14. 6)), FL14 (/ " IT ", 14, " STEP ", 
14, " F»", E14. 6 ) , FL4 ( / " - - - - • - - - - - " ) , FLlO (/ 
" FINAL VALUES"), F L U (/ " ERROR MATRIX"), FL20 (/ 
"PROCESSOR TIME • ", F6, 2, "SECONDS I/O TIME • ", F6, 2 ) , 
FL13 (/ " F»", E14. 6, " GS»", E14. 6 ) , FL12 (/ " 8»", 8 E14. 6 
/ (/ " ", 8 £14. 6)) I I 
LIST LIST1 (JN, JK, JNC, JFAC) » X 
LIST LIST2 (FOR 0X1 «• I STEP 1 UNTIL JN DO SVX (0X1 ]}J 
LIST LIST3 (FOR DX1 «• JI STEP 1 UNTIL JN DO SVH tDXl, JIJ)J 
LIST LIST4 (JDELTA, JE» JP) I t 
LIST LIST5 (FOR 0X1 • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JN DO SVC [JJ, 0X11)1 
LIST LIST6 (JN, JK, JE» JP* JDELTA)! 
LIST LIST7 (FOR 0X1 • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL JN 00 SVH IDX1, JM)J 
LIST LIST8 (JIT, JMS, JF) * * 
LIST LIST9 (JF, JGS) J 2 
LIST LIST10 (FOR 0X1 + \ STEP 1 UNTIL JN DO SVG CQXtl)) 
LIST L1ST20 (PROC, INOUT) t % 











0016 IS 0059 LONG, NEXT SEC 0002 
50400 0072 
50500 0072 






C T A O T nr ^rityrur *< 
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L126, 1129, 1.132, L133, L135, L137, L159, Ll 39* L1393, L1395, 
L142, (.157, L162, LENO I i 
SNITCH SNGOl «• L139, L159, L137, L126J 
SNITCH SWG02 • L129, Ul35, L137J 
SNITCH SHG03 • L13S, L13?, L126J 
SNITCH SHG04 «- L124, L162 ) I 
SNITCH SNG05 «- L1165, L142 i t 
L101I JMS • 0 I % 
Tl • TIME (3) J » 
TO • TIME (2) t * 
READ (TAPE?, FU1) III) I X 
READ (TAPE7, FL2, LIST1) [III t X 
READ (TAPE7, FL3, LIST2) IL1I I * 
JI • 1 t % 
DO 
BEGIN JJ • JI i % 
00 
BEGIN SVH [JJ, JI1 * 0 
END UNTIL (JJ «- (JJ • 1)) > JN 
END UNTIL (JI * (JI • 1)) > JN t X 
JI • 1 ) 1 
DO 
BEGIN ir JFAC S 0 THEN GO TO L1064J 
SVH [JI, JI] • JFAC t I 
GO TU L106S I % 
L1064I REAO (TAPE7. FL3, LIST3)J 
110651 
END UNTIL (JI * (JI • 1)) > JN ) I 
JI • 1 J * 
DO 
BEGIN JJ t JI M 
DO 
BEGIN SVH [JI, JJ] • SVH [JJ, J H 
tND UNTIL (JJ • (JJ • 1)) > JN 
END UNTIL (JI • (JI • I)) > JN I I 
READ (TAPE7. FL3, LIST4) J X 
IF JNC S 0 THEN GO TO L109 I X 
JJ M I I 
DO 
BEGIN REAO (TAPE7, FL3» LISTS] 
END UNTIL (JJ • (JJ • 1)) > JNCJ 
L109I NRITE (TAPE6, FL5) I t 
NRITE (TAPE6, FL1) > X 














































WRITE (TAPE6* FL7» LIST2) I t 
WRITE (TAPE6' FLB) J I 
JI • 1 J I 
DO 
BEGIN WRITE (T»PE6» FL9, LIST7) 
END UNTIL (JI • (JI • I)) > JN J I 
JM1 • 1 J I 
L1165I JF • 0 J * 
SRFCN (JN, SVG' JF> SVX, JMl) I t 
IF JF $ 0 THEN GO TO 11393 \ t 
JL • 1 > I 
JIT • 0 I I 
WRITE (TAPE6, FL14» LISTS) i I 
HRITE (TAPE6# FL7, LIST2) I % 
WRITE CTAPE6* FL4) » I 
L1201I IF JNC i 0 THEN GO TO L121I 
JJ1 • 1 t * 
00 
BEGIN JI • 1 J t 
DO 
BEGIN SVCTEH CJIJ • SVC UJ1» Jill 
SVT C JI 3 *• 0 
END UNTIL (JI • (JI • D ) > JNJ 
JI • 1 I % 
DO 
BEGIN JJ «• 1 ) I 
DO 
BEGIN SVT [JIl • SVT (JI) • SVH [JJ. JI] * SVCTEH CJJ3 
ENO UNTIL (JJ • (JJ • !>> > JN 
END UNTIL (JI • (JI • 1)) > JNJ 
JTO • 0 i * 
JI • 1 > t 
DO 
BEGIN JTO • JTO • SVCTEH CJIJ * SVT [JI] 
END UNTIL (JI •• (JI • 1)) > JN) 
IF (JTO S JE) THEN GO TO L1209J 
JI «• I } t 
DO 
BEGIN JJ t | M 
DO 
BEGIN SVH [JJ# JIl * SVH [JJ# JI] • SVT [Jl] * SVT [JJJ / 
JTO 
END UNTIL (JJ *• (JJ • 1)> > JN 
















































ENO UNTIL (JJl • (JJl • 1)) > JNC; 
L12H SRREAQY I % 
GO TO SWG01 tJL) I * 
JM24I JL • 2 * * 
SO TO L1201 * t 
L126I SRAIM J I 
GO TO &WG02 CJL1 » * 
L129I SRFIRE * « 
GO TO SWG03 (JLl } t 
L132I JL M I I 
L133I 5RDRESS \ % 
GO TO SWG04 [JL] > % 
LI 351 JL » 2 ) » 
GO TO L133 I I 
L137I JL «• 3 * * 
GO TO L133 * I 
L159I JL • 4 ) * 
GO TO L133 I I 
L139I IF SENSW CI] THEN GO TO L1395J 
L1393I WRITE (TAPE6* FL7* LIST2)) 
L1395I SRSTUFF > » 
GO TO SWG05 tJL] > * 
L142» WRITE (TAPE6* FLIO) t % 
WRITE (TAPE6* F L U ) J * 
JI «• 1 * t 
DO 
BEGIN WRITE (TAPE6* FL9, LIST?) 
ENO UNTIL (JI «- (JI • 1)) > JN t t 
WRITE (TAPE6* FL13* LIST9) * t 
WRITE (TAPE6* FL7* LIST?) i I 
WRITE (TAPE6* FL12* LIST10) * I 
JM1 • 3 I X 
SKFCN (JN/. SVG* JF» RV*. JMl) ) » 
PROC «• (TIME (2) • TO) / 60 J I 
INUJT * ( T H E (3) - Tl) / 60 J « 
IF NOT SENSW [2J THEN GO TO L157J 
WRITE (PUNCH* FL3. LIST?) * % 
J I • i * i 
oo 
BEGIN WRITE (PUNCH* FL3. LIS13) 
ENO UNTIL (JI • (JI • 1)) > JN * I 
WRITE (PUNCH* FL3* LlSTa) * I 
LIS7I WRITE (TAPE6* FL20* LIST20)! 













































L162I WHITE (TAPE6» FL20# LIST20)J 
SO TO LEND I % 
LENQI 
END > X 
CTHHtNT INITIALIZINQ BLOCK ) I 
XP« • 8 * K * 0 J » 
SENSN ( U 
SENSN (2J 










TRUE t I 
































Following the analysis by least squares fitting for the parameters 
which best describe the flux decay data obtained after a Georgia Tech Re-
search Reactor rod drop, it is desirable to adjust the resulting para-
meters so that they may be independent of the power history before the 
experiment and the details of shutdown. This is also necessary if one 
desires to compare them with small-sample data reported in the literature. 
This adjustment is necessary due to: 
1. non-saturation of delayed neutron precursors 
2. post-rod-drop sub-critical multiplication of neutrons resulting 
in additional fissions after shutdown 
3. effective zero-time correction. 
The non-saturation of precursors results in a simple absence of delayed 
neutron producers, hence a decrease in observed abundance. Additional 
fissions after shutdown produce analyzed periods which are longer than the 
true periods and result in changed relative group abundances as well. The 
zero-time correction was discussed in Appendix C The correction terms 
which are applied in the B-5500 ALGOL Procedure RSLTS will now be outlined. 
In the reactor which has been operated at some equilibrium level, n , 




k - 1 
n + Z V c. = 0 (7) dt ,„ o . i i 
I* 1 0 
dG. P4eff n 
- ^ = Z ^ ° - V C. = 0 
d t i i* x Xo 
where k is the prompt reproduction number, 
po 
From Equation 7; 
£* Z \. C. i* Z \. C. 
1 1 . 1 1 
1 O _ 1 O 
o 1 - k Z p.eff 
po i "-
Following a negative reactivity insertion, -Ak, such as occurs in a 
rod drop, there is a drop within several prompt neutron lifetimes to a lower 
neutron level determined by the new prompt reproduction number, k . Keepin ^ 
pl 
refers to this lower neutron level as "quasistatic" since it is nearly con-
stant on a time scale encompassing many prompt neutron lifetimes. The level 
finally begins to be decreased by delayed neutron precursor decay, but just 
after the prompt drop the instantaneous value of dn/dt is approximately zero 
and the time zero precursor concentrations, C. , are essentially unchanged. 
o 
Thus 
k - 1 
dt Z* 1 • ^ l i Q 
1̂ 5 
£* £ \. G. 
i l 
~ i o 
v^i— 
Po 
1 - k 2 B.eff 
n i Po i X 
nn 1 - k 2 p.eff + Ak
 W 
-x:t 
Since n(t)/n = Z a. e X (9) 
i 
describes the decay in neutron level following a rod drop, with the zero-
time for Equation 9 coinciding with time 0 (i,e. the time "before the prompt 
drop) in Equation 8, then 
2 p.eff 
. l 
i 2 £.eff + Ak 
i . i 
I 




(10) i 2 p.eff + Ak 
. I 
I 
assuming that each delayed neutron precursor group is at equilibrium and 
the zero-time is precise. In order to account for non-equilibrium, Equa-
Ik6 
tion 10 may be modified: 
p.eff(l - e X ) 
ai = Z p.eff + Ak t11' 
. 1 
l 
where t is the time of operation at a steady power before the rod drop. 
This formulation assumes that the equilibrium fraction for the i precur-
-\.t 
sor is adequately determined by the (l - e 1 ) buildup term, which in fact 
ignores power history other than that at constant power immediately pre-
ceding the rod drop. In the execution of Procedure RSLTS, the equilibrium 
fraction is accounted for as described in Appendix B. 
The application of RP-129 and R0DR0P permitted an assessment of the 
constructive zero-time of an instantaneous reactivity insertion equivalent 
to the actual insertion. These techniques are discussed in Appendix C. 
The difference between constructive zero-time and the zero-time used for 
curve fitting (the time the control blade hit its down-limit switch) 
should be applied to the abundance of each group for enhancement of the 
\.(t, " t ) i d o abundance value. This enhancement factor is e , where t.. is the 
d 
assumed drop time and t is the constructive zero-time. Thus, the final 
value of effective delayed neutron relative abundance may be expressed as 
\.(t, " t ) 
v l l d ° \ 
R i = M t , - t ) ( 1 2 ) 
Z a.' e x d °/Q. 
1 ' 1 
1 
lk-7 
The analyzed decay constants, \', which appear in Equation 9 are 
smaller than the A. in Equation 11 since the power level decays more slowly 
due to precursors generated after the rod drop. The fractional decrease in 
A. is directly related to the i group fraction of the normalized power 
level after the prompt drop. 
X. - A.' p.eff 
1 l Mi  
A. L p.eff + Ak 




A.(t - t ) 
P.eff a.' e 1 d ° 
l l Since 
£ P.eff + Ak 
I 
Equation 13 would not appear capable of explicit solution for A.. An itera-
tive procedure might have been employed in which the first A. used to deter-
mine the value of Q. required in Equation 12 was A.'. This is a good first 
guess since a single rod drop of Ak = 0.075 produces a maximum value of 
P.eff 0.0035 
= 0.0^3 £ P.eff + Ak 0.0075 + 0.075 
i 
and generally much smaller values. In practice, all four shim rods were 
148 
P.eff 
dropped and the value of -TT-T—„„ A, was sufficiently small that the 
I 
1 
equilibrium fraction value could be determined by a single pass through 
Procedure BLDUP using \' . 
P.eff 
With the value of -y—z—— -rr thus determined, the final value 
2-i p . ei I ~r /\K 
. K l 
1 
of X. was obtained directly from Equation 13. 
1̂ 9 
COMMENT R S L T S I 
BEGIN FILE OUT TAPE6 1 (2* 15) t % 
FILE IN TAPE? 0 (2* 15) ) * 
FILE UUT PUNCH 0 (2* 10) I X 
IMTEUER ARRAY TYPE CO l 1022). T CO I 1022)) 
REAL ARRAY StfH CO I 40* 0 I 40)* SVX CO > 40]* SVXP CO I 401* 
EQFRAC CO I 30)* RELA9 CO I 30)* S U M CO I 301* CONCRt CO t 40)* 
PHI CO t 1022). ENH (0 t 401* ERROR CO I 40)) 
INTEGER I* J* C» NP» JI# INO» TO* NOINT. 0* K) 
INTEGER CONIND* TPKEV* TC3N. Z* M, TSTART) 
REAL 8SUM, PHIO* DTSTART* NZERO \ % 
PROCEDURE BLOOP CIND* I* LAM* EBFRAC)) 
INTEQER IND* I I X 
REAL ARRAY LAM CO)* E8FRAC CO) J I 
BEGIN REAL SUMINT* FACl* FAC2* FAC3* FAC5* FAC6* FAC7, L* £) 
REAL AKRAY CZERO CO l 30)* CK CO I 30J* THA CO I 30]* TTMIN CO l 
30)* CT CO I 30] I I 
LAUEL LI* LB* L2* L3* L4» LA* L5' L6> L7J 
FORMAT FL10 (110), FL11 (II* I6» R17. 2* II* 16* R17. 2, II* 16* 
Rir. 2 )* FL12 (110* R12. 4)* FL13 (110* X10* E12. 4)) 
LIST LIST10 CNOINT) J X 
LIST LISTll (FUR K • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NOINT DO ITYPE IK]* T [*)» 
PHI (KJ]) ) X 
LIST LIST12 (TD* PHIO) ) * 
LIST L1ST13 (I* ESFKAC C M ) > * 
TCUN • 0.0 I t 
TPKEV * 0.0 J * 
IF INO » 0 THEN GO TO LI J I 
FOrt K M STEP 1 UNTIL NP 00 CZERO CK] • 0.0) 
REAO (TAPE7. FL10* LISTlO) ) » 
REAO (TAPE7. FL11. L I S T U ) I « 
REAO (TAPE7* FL12* L I S H 2 ) J X 
FOR K • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NOINT 00 T CK] * T CK) * 60) 
TO * TD x 60 J X 
Ll« T CNOINT • 1] •• TD I X 
PHI CNOINT • 1) • PHIO ) X 
CR CI) • (PHIO / LAM C D ) t * 
THA C D • 0.693 / LAM I D J X 
TTMIN III • TD - 6 * THA II] I X 
SUMINT • 0 ) X 
Z * NOINT ) X 
0000 
100 0000 



















START OF SEGMENT *< OO04 
1900 OOlO 























IF (TTMIN tlJ S TCOH) THEM GO TO L4) 
L2« IF (TTMIN til 2 T tZl) THEN GO TO L3J 
z *• z - i > * 
GO TO 12 ; I 
L3« TSTART •• T C 23 J « 
SO 10 U > I 
L4I TSTART • TCUN I X 
I *• I i X 
LA t FOR M «• Z STEP 1 UNTIL NUINT DO 
9EGIN IF (TYPE tMJ * 0) THEN GO 10 L6J 
L5I FACl » T IK • U • r (Nl M 
FAC2 «• EXO (LAM tlJ x (T CM • 1J - TD))J 
FAC3 * EXP (LAM tl] * (T CM] - TO))) 
FAC5 *• (T CM • 1J x PHI CM] • T tMJ x PHI [H • 1)) / FACl) 
FAC6 • FAC2 - FAC3 J * 
FAC7 «• (PHI CM • 1] " PHI CM]) / FACl J 
L • FAC5 x FAC6 / LAM tl) • FAC7 x ((T IM • l] X FAC2 - T CM] 
x FAC3) / LAM tl) - FAC6 / LAM tl) x LAM tI))J 
SUMINT •• SUMINT • L * * 
GO TO IT t I 
L6I FACl M [M • 1) • T (H) ) I 
FAC2 • EXP (LAM CIl « CT CM • 11 - T0))» 
FAC3 • EXP (LAM CIl x (T fM) - TD))) 
FAC6 • LN (PHI CM • 1) / PHI fM])) 
E «• FACl x PHI tMJ x (1 / (FAC6 + LAM flj x FACiT) x ((PHI tM 
• 11 / PHI CHI) x FAC2 - FAC31J 
SUMINT «• SUMINT • E * t 
L7I 
EN O } % 
CT CIl • CZERO CIl x EXP (- LAM CIl x (TSTART " TPREV1) • SUMINT 
) % 
EQFRAC tl] • CT CI) / CR tl) i I 
LB« WRITE (TAPE6* FL13» LIST13)) 
EN O i % 
PROCEDURE RSLTSJ 
BEGIN LABEL Ll# L4# LFIN i I 
FORMAT IDK 




































0003 IS 0167 LONG* NEXT SEG 00n2 
7500 0039 
7600 0039 
START OF SEGMENT ********** 0005 
EfIOT nt Crrufur *• 
0000 
0006 5TARI Or SEGMtNT •' 
0000 
OOOO 
0006 IS 0016 LONG* NEXT SEG 0005 
151 
FORMAT FLl (I2)» FL2 (6 R12, 4 ) . FL3 (/» 
, "GROUP APRIME ENHANCEMENT REL A8UN0 ERROR ESTIMATE OR 
IGINAL LAMBDA CORRECTED LAMBDA ERROR ESTIMATE" 
>, FL4 (/ /. X2, 12, XI, Rll, 4, XI, R12. 5, X2, E12. 5, X2» 
E12. 5' X/» Ell. 4, X8> Ell. 4, X7, Ell. 4)J 
LIST LIST2 (FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NP 00 SVX [11)i 
LIST L1ST3 (FOR I * JI STEP 1 UNTIL NP 00 SVH U , Jll)J 
LIST LIST4 (K# SVXP ( U i ENH (II, RELA8 til* ERROR [II, SVXP tj] 
» SVX CJ), ERROR (J)) f t 
c «• o t t 
INU • 1 ) X 
BSUM «. 0 J « 
RE4D(TAPE/»IDl)» 
4RITECTAP£6;10l)J 
READ (TAPE/, FLl, NP) I t 
HEAD (TAPE/, FL2* DTSTAfU, NZEK03J 
READ (TAPE/. FL2, LIST2) i « 
KR1TE (TAPE6, FL2* LIST2) t t 
FOR JI • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NP 00 REAO (TAPE/, PL2> LIST3)J 
Ll» C • C • 1 J i 
FOR I • 1 STEP 2 UNTIL ( NP - 1) 00 
BEGIN SVXP [ U • SVX tlj » * 
SVXP [I • 1J * SVX [I • 1] 
END > » 
FOR I • 1 STEP 2 UNTIL (NP - 1) 00 
BEGIN L4I C • C • 1 1 S 
0 * 1 + 1 ) 1 
BLDUP (INO, 0, SVXP, E8FRAC) I I 
IND * 0 > I 
ENH i n * EXP (SVX CI • 11 * OTSTART) / EOFRAC tl • 11) 
(ITEM m «• SVXP III * ENH 111) 
SVX CI3 • STEM CIl » * 
LFINI C • 0 ; X 
BSUM 4- 9SJM • SVX [II 
ENO J * 
FOR I * 1 STEP 2 UNTIL (NP - 1) 00 
BEGIN RELAB (II «• SVX CI) / BSUM) 
ERROR CI) • SUHT (SVH [I, I)) « ENH CI) / BSUMi 
ERROR CI • 13 • SORT (SVH tl • 1, I • 13)1 
SVX tl • 1) • SVXP (I • 1) / (1 - BTEM (I) / NZERO) 
ENO f t 
7700 
C T I D T nr crr.uryT * i 
0000 










































WRITE (TAPE6* FL3) > » 
FOK K M STEP 1 UNTIL <NP / 2) CO 
BEGIN J • 2 * K J I 
I «• J - 1 J I 
WHITE (TAPE6» FL«» LIST4) 
END J X 
END I % 













SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS OF ELECTRONIC UNITS 
The following pages in this appendix are devoted to schematic 
diagrams which describe the electronic circuits developed in the course 
of this work. These designs,, while they have been influenced and in some 
cases specified by the author of this thesis, are not his own. They are 
the designs of Mr. J. C. Gundlach of Reactor Controls, Inc. and Messrs. 





















































































ALL TUBES: Type 7586 (Nuvistor) 
Figure 30. Schematic Diagram of Sc in t i l l a t i on Detector High Voltage Divider 
and Preamplifier 
(Copyright KMCtor Control*. Inc.) 
NOTE: All Tubes <r. type 6922 
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- 1 0 VOLTS 
10K 470 
2N1308 
- * .<! .5K 
TRGI Buss 
-• TRG2 Buss 
-• +20 Volts 








i 250^ 4kc Clock SYNC f Pulse Input 
1N1525A * " * % 
2N491 
97.5K 






2N1309^ 0;P5 ]/ 
100K >4.7K> 47K 
2N1309 








Input from lkc 
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1. There are Four of these per Clock Uni t . 
2. The R l , C I , Combinations are: 
STAGE Rl CI 
1 522K 0.25 yfd 
2 20K 60 yfd 
Output 3 75K 60 pfd 
Output to 
Next Stage 
4 950K 60 pfd 
3. Resistor R2 is 150K i n Stage 4. 




• -10 Volts 
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